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Developments in Diagnostics Research

Abstract

Over the years, data assimilation and forecast schemes haveevolved into very complex systems. For
example, the ECMWF data assimilation system now handles a very large range of space and surface-
based meteorological observations, combining these with prior information of the atmospheric state
and using a comprehensive linearised forecast model to ensure that the observations are incorpo-
rated in a dynamically consistent way. Meanwhile the ECMWF forecast model itself represents ever
more physical processes, with ever increasing complexity,and is integrated at ever higher resolu-
tion. Recognising that any analysis or forecast is actuallya probabilistic one, ECMWF continues to
incorporate representations of uncertainty into all its forecast components. Efficient and coordinated
diagnosis of such a complex system is a necessity.

Diagnostics has always been an active area of research and development at ECMWF. Presently,
ECMWF has a small nucleus of scientists dedicated to diagnostics, who have a broad understanding
of the global circulation and an overview of the assimilation and forecasting systems. Their unify-
ing role will become ever more important as progress leads, inevitably, to more fragmentation and
specialisation within the overall task of producing forecasts. However diagnostic work is not only
about getting an overview, because all researchers need to produce ever more detailed diagnostics
within their own particular fields. These trends raise the question of whether we will need to enhance
communication, coordination and collaboration across thetraditional section boundaries in future.
In order to address this issue, and to produce this report, a ‘Working Group on Diagnostics’ (WGD)
has been established at ECMWF.

In this report, a diagnostics framework is introduced whichhighlights key diagnosis areas and their
links. From each area, one or two ‘strategic’ diagnostic tools (or techniques) are highlighted. These
tools are ‘strategic’ in that they are likely to be developedfurther and will inform future system
developments. In order to demonstrate the utility of across-section collaborative work, these tools
have been used to collectively address a long-standing problem for the ECMWF forecasting systems:
that of the over-active Asian monsoon. This case-study provides a structural blue-print for future
across-section projects focused on other forecasting problems and on the assessment of new model
cycles.

In discussing the above, together with future diagnostic requirements, this paper shows where ECMWF
stands at present in terms of diagnostic work and proposes a strategy that will ensure it meets the
challenges of the future.
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1 Introduction

1.1 What do we mean by ‘Diagnostics’?

To some, ‘Diagnostics’ is about a knowledge of the real world(Lorenz energy cycles, equatorial wave
dispersion diagrams, etc). For others, Diagnostics is about the in-depth analysis of a particular case-
study (the analysis of the UK’s ‘October storm’ of 1987, for example). For a third group, Diagnostics is
the investigation of observation, analysis, or forecast-system error. Although seemingly very different,
all these interpretations embody the concept of understanding. This understanding goes beyond simple
metrics of the circulation or the monitoring of scores. While the Diagnostics work of an operational
forecast centre such as ECMWF will fall most naturally into the latter ‘diagnosis of error’ category,
metrics of the real world often form a good basis for assessing this error. In addition, single forecast
failures often necessitate the need for the diagnosis of case-studies and these often feature in the ‘daily
report’. Nevertheless, there is an emphasis on the ‘diagnosis of error’ and this will be somewhat different
from what some readers will be familiar to.

1.2 Why do we need diagnostic research?

Standard geophysical textbooks contain many examples of diagnostic techniques (predominantly circu-
lation metrics) and one may ask whether there is a need for further diagnostic research. In fact the need
is great. A few key reasons are that

• The increasing accuracy of forecast systems (and observations) means that residual errors are
smaller than ever before. More precise diagnostic tools arerequired to quantify these errors.

• The volume of observations assimilated has increased ‘exponentially’ over recent decades and
will continue to increase in the future. Sophisticated tools are required to assess data quality and
the redundancy of information in order to prioritise efforts on the most promising observations.

• Forecast models represent increasing numbers of physical (and micro-physical) processes. The
scope for interactions between these processes is increasing and new diagnostic tools that can
identify remaining model errors in the face of such interactions are required.

• As resolution increases in the future, the model will move into a ‘grey zone’ where non-hydrostatic
effects begin to be important and convective processes begin to be explicitly resolved. Diagnostics
that target this grey zone (and beyond) will become necessary.

• The growing use of probabilistic forecasts has led to the inclusion of uncertainty estimates in all
aspects of the forecast system. This brings with it the increasing need for careful diagnosis of the
relationship between predicted uncertainty (ensemble spread) and actual error.

• 4D-Var incorporates both model and observational aspects,and tools are increasingly required to
diagnose their respective contributions.

1.3 The Working Group on Diagnostics

This paper discusses the present state of diagnostics at ECMWF, recent advances, and strategies for
the future. In order to address these topics, a Working Groupon Diagnostics (WGD) was recently
established at ECMWF. The WGD comprises representatives from all sections in the Research division
and the Meteorological Operations section. It has been led by one of the dedicated diagnostics research
scientists. The idea being that these representatives act as conduits of information between the WGD
and their respective sections. The first task of the WGD was todefine clearly its roles and these can be
summarised as the:
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1. Over-sight of collaborative projects

• Diagnosis of existing assimilation or forecasting problems

• Diagnosis of major new model cycles

2. Strategic coordination of diagnostic developments

• Highlighting opportunities for new diagnostic tools of common interest

• Making existing diagnostic tools more widely usable

• Ensuring sufficient computing and storage resources for diagnostics

3. Across-section communication of information and results

• Through representatives to their sections

• Using a central diagnostics web page

• By coordination with the special topics of the OD/RD meeting

• With seminars on tools and collaborative projects

The next sub-section highlights the areas within the overall task of forecasting where there is scope for
diagnosis and, therefore, diagnostic tools. Diagnostics cannot always be unified in a seamless way, but
they can sometimes all be applied to the same forecasting problem. Hence the following sub-section
will introduce a key and long-standing problem of the ECMWF forecast system. This problem (that of
the over-active Asian monsoon) will form the basis of a thread, or story, that provides a unifying theme
in this paper.

1.4 The scope for Diagnostics at ECMWF

Figure1 presents a schematic diagram of the forecasting system (deterministic, ensemble, atmosphere-
only or coupled, and at all lead-times). For example, the model and observations are combined in the
analysis. The word ‘analysis’ refers to the process of data-assimilation (deterministic or ensemble) and
also the analyses themselves. The analysis is the ‘coal-face’ where model and observations ‘collide’
and the scope for diagnosis is immense and growing. The left yellow box summarises, in broad strokes,
these possibilities for diagnosis. For example, it is possible to monitor the quality of the observations
through a comparison with the first-guess (FG) forecast and with other observations. Through data
denial experiments and through adjoint techniques it is possible to diagnose the impact of different
sets of observations on the quality of the forecast. Mean analysis increments can indicate systematic
model error associated with ‘fast’ processes. An essentialcomponent of 4D-Var is the linearised model,
and the natural place to diagnose its ability to approximatethe full non-linear model is within the data
assimilation. Complementary diagnostics are possible within the re-analysis, particularly because of its
focus on long timeseries and climate-related trends. Comparison, within the ensemble data assimilation,
of analysis uncertainty and analysis error gives useful information about the representation of stochastic
processes within the model.

The analysis is used to initiate the forecast. The word ‘forecast’ refers to the forecast process and also
the forecast products themselves. The corresponding yellow box again summarises the scope for diag-
nosis when comparing the forecast with the analysed and/or observed ‘truth’. For example, the impact
of physics changes on forecast error can be diagnosed. Dynamical teleconnections and their interactions
with the physics can also be assessed. Errors associated with the coupled (ocean-atmosphere) processes
can be diagnosed here too. Hindcasts initiated from the re-analyses (which involve a single model cycle)
offer scope for distinguishing flow-dependent changes in error from forecast system improvements. As
with the ensemble data assimilation, discrepancies between ensemble forecast spread and error can give
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Figure 1: Diagnostics framework showing the key aspects involved in forecasting. ‘Forecasting’ includes de-
terministic and probabilistic forecasts at all ranges, andboth atmosphere and ocean components. The ‘model’
includes both non-linear and linear versions. Possibilities for diagnosis are summarised in the yellow boxes. These
include diagnosis of the analysis (data assimilation) and forecast. There is a direct correspondence between the
labels in these yellow boxes and the subsections of section2.

information about the representation of stochastic processes and aid in diagnosing reasons for proba-
bilistic forecast ‘busts’. ‘Diagnostic Verification’ includes aspects traditionally thought of as ‘Forecast
Verification’, but which can provide useful, additional, understanding of forecast error. For example,
tracking statistics can lead to useful understanding of systematic errors in the speed and intensity of
cyclonic features, and will become increasingly importantin attempts to diagnose problems with rare,
mobile, severe weather events. Conditional sampling basedon poor weather verification scores is help-
ing to focus diagnostic attention towards key forecast errors.

Within each diagnosis area of the framework presented in Fig. 1 there will be several diagnostic ap-
proaches and tools. It is not useful to discuss them all here in great detail. Instead, a few ‘strategic’
tools, that will be developed further, that will be key to future developments, and that demonstrate the
breadth and depth of ECMWF’s diagnostic work will be discussed and applied. Wherever possible, the
application will be to the key issue of the over-active monsoon.

1.5 A key forecasting problem – the over-active Asian summermonsoon

The over-active Asian monsoon has been a long-standing issue for ECMWF’s forecasting systems. The
fact that it is a long-standing issue suggests it is a hard problem to solve, perhaps involving interac-
tions over multiple timescales, perhaps with a remote, or seemingly unconnected root cause. Hence it
makes a good candidate for a collaborative project spanningmany sections within ECMWF (and be-
yond: ECMWF also has a collaborative project with the UK Met.Office). Figure2 introduces the
problem by showing results that span a large range of diagnostic areas, including observations, analyses,
medium-, monthly-, and seasonal-ranges, and research experimentation.

The top row (Fig.2a–c) shows observed 1991–2007 GPCP (Adler et al., 2003) precipitation climatolo-
gies for June (left), July (middle) and August (right), respectively. Each month displays broadly the
same pattern of precipitation with maxima centred over the west coasts of India and Burma/Myanmar
and on the Equator. Precipitation over land areas generallymaximises in July. All panels below the top
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Figure 2: Asian summer monsoon precipitation climatologies (in mm day−1) based on the 17 years 1991–2007.
(a)–(c) ‘Observed’ GPCP for June, July and August, respectively. All other fields are anomalies relative to GPCP.
(d)–(f) ERA Interim based on the precipitation accumulatedover first 12 hours of the 0 and 12 UTC forecasts using
model cycle 31R2. (g)–(i) At a lead-time of 5 days based on hindcasts (5 members once a week) using model cycle
35R2 with persisted SST. (j)–(l) as (g)–(i) but at lead-times 12–18 days with coupled model from day 10. (m)–(o)
Climatology of the coupled seasonal-forecast model started on 1 May (months 2, 3 and 4, respectively) using
model cycle 36R1. (p)–(r) As (m)–(o) but for the uncoupled model at TL159 started from 1 November (months 8,
9 and 10, respectively). (s)–(u) As (p)–(r) but at the much higher resolution of TL2047.
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row show differences with this GPCP data for the same three months and the same set of years.

Short-range (12h) precipitation forecasts from ERA-Interim re-analyses (Fig.2d–f) are sometimes used
as an alternative for observed precipitation but note that the Indian Peninsula is somewhat drier than
GPCP, with more precipitation over the seas surrounding thePeninsula and over the Himalayas.

At the longer (medium-range) lead-time of 5 days (Fig.2g–i) re-forecasts using the recent cycle 35R2
at resolution T399 demonstrate how the over-prediction of precipitation over the ocean gets worse and
begins to encroach over the land regions. Note the intense localised precipitation bias on the western
coast of India, particularly in July. Note also that a dry bias has developed over Bangladesh. Averaged
over the lead-times 12–18 days (Fig.2j–l), the biases seen at day 5 generally become even stronger.

Figure2(m)–(o) show results from coupled model integrations initialised on 1 May (for the years 1991–
2007) using cycle 36R1 at atmospheric resolution T159. In general, precipitation biases over the ocean
are reduced but Bangladesh remains dry.

Figure2(p)–(r) show results for atmosphere-only 13-month simulations initialised on 1 November using
cycle 36R1 at resolution T159. Comparison with the coupled (Fig. 2m–o) and D+12–18 uncoupled
(Fig. 2j–l) results demonstrate that coupling reduces the precipitation biases over the oceans and that,
without this coupling, biases continue to increase with lead-time. The implication is probably that
coupling sweeps an atmospheric problem under the oceanic ‘carpet’.

The final row (Fig.2s–u) show uncoupled results identical to the previous row but at a much higher
resolution (T2047). These simulations were conducted under the ‘Athena’ project that utilised surplus
computing power in the United States. It can be seen that biases actually get worse. Clearly, without
any special tuning or physics adjustments, raw resolution is not a solution to the over-active monsoon.

In as much as the forecast panels are more yellow and red than they are blue and purple, this problem is
referred to here as the ‘over-active’ Asian summer monsoon.

In section2, the diagnostic tools of each of the areas highlighted in Fig. 1 will be discussed and, where
appropriate, applied to the Asian monsoon problem. It should be noted that the monsoon project is a
‘work-in-progress’, and used here primarily as a convenient vehicle to demonstrate our diagnostic tools,
and as a means of establishing a blue-print for future collaborative projects. A summary of the monsoon
project, together with initial diagnostics of the new cycle36R4 are given in section3. A discussion of
lessons learnt and proposed future strategies is presentedin section4.

2 Diagnostic tools

This section discusses ongoing diagnostic research activities in the 12 areas identified in Fig.1. As
discussed above, some consistency is achieved by applying diagnostic tools to the ‘over-active Asian
monsoon’ problem wherever possible.

2.1 Observation Monitoring

Observation monitoring is a key component of the ECMWF diagnostic system. Many diagnostics are
based on departures of the First Guess (FG) and analysis fromthe observations (so called ‘innovations’
or ‘departures’), as calculated during the assimilation process. Statistics on these provide a powerful
basis for the characterisation of observation, assimilation or model aspects.

The generation and plotting of observation statistics requires a high degree of flexibility, provided by
the OBSTAT-tool developed at ECMWF. Such flexibility is important to allow diagnosis from many
perspectives: temporal, geographical, vertical column, land and sea, data usage flags, observation angles,
etc. Currently, all satellite observations presented to the analysis system are monitored and published on
the web1.

1http://www.ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/d/charts/monitoring/satellite
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Monitoring of observation departures plays a role upstreamand downstream of the data assimilation
process. Its use can be broadly grouped into three areas:

• Characterisation of observations and their observation operators, including observation biases
(Geer et al., 2010), performance of quality control (Krzeminski et al., 2009), bias correction
(Auligné and McNally, 2007), and the specification of observation errors (Desroziers et al., 2005;
Bormann and Bauer, 2010; Bormann et al., 2010), etc. ECMWF frequently provides important
input to the calibration/validation of new satellite missions (Lu et al., 2010).

• Monitoring of the temporal stability of the observations toensure that only consistently good
quality data is used in operations. Data anomalies are detected automatically, and these may
trigger corrective action. The routine monitoring statistics are of great interest also externally for
data providers and other NWP centres.

• Highlighting of model problems which will be apparent, for instance, through consistent system-
atic non-zero FG departures for several observations (Healy, 2008). In the future, this will be
extended to comparisons between all assimilated observations and forecasts at different ranges.

An example of relevance to the monsoon problem is the monitoring of Indian radiosonde data. For
many years, temperature reports from these radiosondes have generally been blacklisted in the ECMWF
operational data assimilation because of their apparent inconsistency and low quality, as inferred from
FG departures. See for example in Fig.3 the monthly-mean (solid) and standard-deviation (dashed)of
first-guess departures for Thiruvananthpuram, southern India prior to 2009. As part of a programme to
update the Indian radiosonde network, the sonde-type used at Thiruvananthpuram was recently changed.
First-guess departures in Fig.3 from early 2009 onwards show a remarkable improvement. Thisresult
confirms the previous working hypothesis that the main problem was with the radiosondes, and not with
the model (first-guess). It also justifies removing the blacklisting from Indian radiosonde temperatures as
the sondes are updated. Presently temperatures from 10 Indian radiosondes are assimilated at ECMWF.
This assimilation will allow residual model errors to be better diagnosed in this critical monsoon region.

J
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Figure 3: Monthly-mean (solid) and standard-deviation (dashed) of first-guess departures (radiosonde observed
temperature minus first-guess) at 500 hPa (red) and 100 hPa (blue) for Thiruvananthpuram, southern India
(77oE,8oN). Units are K.

Of particular diagnostic importance is the ability to cross-check observations from different observing
systems that observe similar aspects of the atmosphere. This helps, to disentangle biases seen in FG
departures into contributions from observations or the FG.

For example, monitoring of mean FG-departures for the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
Microwave Imager (TMI) highlighted a 46-day oscillation with a peak-to-peak amplitude of up to 3 K
in brightness temperature, linked to the precession of the equator crossing time of the TRMM orbit.
FG departures for similar instruments (SSMI and AMSR-E) do not show the same characteristics, so the
bias must come from the TMI instrument itself. Further analysis shows that the cause is most likely solar
heating of the main reflector of TMI. This reflector is not a perfect reflector, so the instrument measures a
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combination of Earth emission and the physical temperatureof the reflector.Geer et al.(2010) estimate
that the variation of the reflector temperature, as the satellite moves in and out of the Earth’s shadow, is
up to 70 K. Based on this physical understanding of the bias, it is possible to correct for it in the data
assimilation, giving more accurate results.

The Indian summer monsoon provides an example where FG departures suggest model problems. Fig-
ure4(a) shows surface wind vectors as diagnosed from ASCAT scatterometer data together with SSMI
channel 3 brightness temperatures, that are positively correlated with lower-tropospheric (∼850 hPa)
humidity. An important component of the Indian monsoon circulation is a strong low level southwest-
erly wind over the Arabian Sea. The humidities and surface winds in this oceanic region are crucial
for sustaining the monsoon precipitation. Figure4(b) shows atmospheric motion vector (AMV) winds
at around 950 hPa based on infrared and visible imagery, and also shows radiosonde specific humidity
observations at 850 hPa. This AMV wind information is complementary to the ASCAT observations
and shows a similar monsoon circulation. The radiosonde data is mainly land-based and thus disjoint
from the SSMI microwave observations.
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Unit = g/kg

171513119752

1.0 m/s

Unit = 0.1K
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a) ASCAT and SSMI observations b) AMV and radiosonde observations

c) ASCAT and SSMI FG departures d) AMV and radiosonde departures

Figure 4: Mean June–August 2009 observation diagnostics (a) SSMI channel 3 microwave brightness temper-
ature (positively correlated with specific humidities at∼850 hPa) and surface winds as diagnosed from ASCAT
scatterometer data. (b) Radiosonde specific humidities at 850 hPa and atmospheric motion vector winds at∼950
hPa. (c) As (a) but for FG departures (observation minus firstguess) averaged over all 0UTC and 12UTC ‘DCDA’
analyses. (d) As (b) but for but for FG departures. Note that gross observation biases have been accounted for
by the variational bias correction scheme (Dee and Uppala, 2009) and that no vectors have been plotted in (b)
and (c) over the Bay of Bengal due to relatively poor data coverage (where there were no observations within a
2o grid-box for more than 70% of the 12-hour assimilation windows).

The mean FG departures for the ASCAT surface winds and SSMI lower-tropospheric humidities are
shown in Fig.4(c) while mean FG departures for the AMV winds and radiosondehumidities are shown
in Fig. 4(d). The ASCAT and AMV wind departures both indicate that observed southwesterly winds
are weaker than in the FG, and thus point to a model problem. The mean observation departures for
SSMI indicate a drier atmosphere (below 700) close to the Arabian Peninsula than in the FG. At present,
there is little other observational data to compare with theSSMI over the ocean (AMSR-E uses the same
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instrumentation and cannot be considered independent). The radiosonde data, on the other hand, show
higher observed humidities over the southern Indian Peninsula than in the FG.

Another example where FG departures point to model biases and help to characterise these are strato-
spheric temperatures. Various observations provide stratospheric temperature information (e.g., ra-
diosondes, bending angles from GPS-RO, satellite radiances from AMSU-A, AIRS, and IASI) and
therefore highlight the system’s performance for stratospheric temperatures. Consistent biases in mean
FG departures or consistent bias corrections are frequently found for these observations, pointing to
model biases in the stratosphere.

For many satellite observations, the bias corrections analysed with the variational bias correction (e.g.
Dee, 2004) also provide an important diagnostic. Ideally, these bias corrections should correct for obser-
vation or observation operator biases. However, in practice observation bias corrections can also correct
for forecast model biases or biases resulting from quality control errors (e.g. cloud contamination, see
Auligné and McNally, 2007). To identify the former again requires careful cross-examination of bias
corrections and FG departures for different observation types. The latter implies a sub-optimal use of
the observations. Monitoring of observation bias corrections will become even more complex with the
further development of weak constraint 4D-Var (Trémolet, 2007a), to ensure an adequate separation
between observation and model bias in the assimilation.

Development of observation-based diagnostics will continue, in step with the extended use of observa-
tions in the assimilation system. For instance, enhanced characterisation of existing observations and
model aspects will be possible with upcoming satellite observations such as the ADM-Aeolus mission
which will provide unprecedented wind profile information from space. Also the growing use of satel-
lite data in cloud and rain-affected areas will continue to challenge the ability of the forecast model
to represent these adequately, with growing demands on the specification of the background and ob-
servation errors and biases involved in their assimilation. Finally, assimilated observations (including
satellite radiances) are expected to be increasingly used for forecast verification, especially for humidity,
complementing analysis-based verification.

2.2 Observation impact

Data assimilation systems provide an estimate of the atmospheric state by combining meteorological
observations with a prior background first-guess forecast,taking into account estimated observation and
background error.

Figure5 shows the mean analysis increments (analysis minus 12-hourFG forecast) of specific humidity
and wind vectors at 850 hPa averaged from June to August 2009.In general agreement with the ASCAT
and AMV FG departures (Fig.4c,d), the assimilation of observations tends to decrease the westerly
component of the wind and, over the Bay of Bengal, increase its southerly component. In agreement
with the SSMI FG departures (Fig.4c), moisture is removed to the east of the Arabian Peninsula and, in
agreement with the radiosonde FG departures (Fig.4d), it is added over the southern Indian Peninsula.

The influence in the analysis of each observation can be computed during the assimilation process.
In particular, the ‘degree of freedom for signal’ (hereafter DFS, Tukey, 1972; Velleman and Welsch,
1981; Wahba et al., 1995; Purser and Huang, 1993) quantifies the number of statistically independent
directions constrained by each observation (Cardinali et al., 2004). Results can be gathered together –
for example by observation type. The DFS depends on the assigned accuracy of the observations and
background as well as on the model itself that is used as a space and time propagator. The DFS is also
affected by the number of assimilated observations – the more observations from a specific instrument
that are assimilated, the larger the DFS of that instrument will be. Figure6 (green bars) shows the DFS,
as a percentage of the total, over the monsoon region 20oS–45oN and 35oE-110oE and for June 2009.
The observation types providing the most information are SSMI (23%), IASI (15%), AMSR-E (10%),
AMSU-A (10%), AIRS (8%) and GPS-RO(6%). All the remaining data types contribute less than 5%
of the total DFS.
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Figure 5: Mean June–August 2009 analysis increment in 850 hPa specific humidity (shaded) and horizontal wind
averaged over 0UTC and 12UTC ‘DCDA’ analyses. A statisticaltest has been performed and bold colours and
black vectors indicate that the mean value is significantly different from zero at the 5% level.

Recently, adjoint based observation sensitivity techniques have been used to measure the observation
contribution to the forecast error (see, for example,Baker and Daley, 2000; Cardinali and Buizza, 2004;
Morneau et al., 2006; Zhu and Gelaro, 2008). The observation impact is evaluated with respect to a
scalar function representing the short-range forecast error (here a global dry energy norm). As with
the observation influence in the analysis, the observation forecast error contribution (FEC) is computed
for each measurement assimilated, and can also be gathered by observation type. (Cardinali, 2009, see
also SAC paper 2009). The DFS and FEC are different but related quantities. They are, in fact, both
functions of the background and observation accuracies andthe model. FEC, additionally, depends on
the forecast error. In an optimal and unbiased system it is expected that the FEC should be similar to the
DFS, since the information extracted from the observationsduring the assimilation procedure should be
propagated by the model into the forecast. Loss of forecast impact of a particular observation type with
respect to the DFS can be then attributed to model errors suchas model bias.

Figure6 (black bars) also shows the FEC as a percentage of the total for the same observation groupings.
It can be seen that, for some observation types, FEC is smaller than the DFS. These include AMSR-E,
SSMI and HIRS, IASI, AIRS and SCAT (scatterometer) data. Channel comparisons for the sounding
observation types indicate that the channels most affectedare the ones providing information on temper-
ature and, to a certain extent, humidity fields below 700 hPa (not shown). The loss of impact on forecast
error is believed to be caused by the presence of model error,either random or systematic, in the lower
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Figure 6: Degree of freedom for signal (DFS, green) and forecast error contribution (FEC) to D+1 forecast error
(black) for different observation types assimilated in theextended Indian summer monsoon region (20oS–45oN
and 35oW–110oW).
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troposphere.

Maps of FEC for different observation types are very useful to highlight areas where observations lead
to forecast improvement. Over the monsoon region, the SSMI,SCATT and AMV show a beneficial
impact over the Indian Ocean (not shown). To investigate thechanges caused by the assimilation of
these observations, Observation System Experiments (OSEs) can be performed.

Over the years, OSEs have been the traditional tool for estimating data impact (Bouttier and Kelly,
2001; Lord et al., 2004; English et al., 2004). Usually OSEs are performed by removing subsets of
observations from the assimilation system and then comparing analyses and forecasts against a control
experiment that includes all the observations. The value ofthe observation is, in this case, assessed by
comparing analysis performance and comparing forecast skill using different statistical indices. Several
independent experiments need to be performed for quite longperiods, generally a few months. Here
results are discussed in terms of analysis differences between assimilations for June 2009 with and
without SSMI (‘all-sky’ Geer et al., 2010) data.
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Figure 7: Zonal average (50o–71oE) cross-section of the mean differences between analysis experiment with and
without assimilation of SSMI data for June 2009: (a) relative humidity (%) and (b) u component of wind (ms−1).

Figure7(a) shows a latitude–height cross-section, averaged over the Arabian Sea (50oE–71oE), of anal-
ysis differences in relative humidity (experiment with SSMI minus experiment without SSMI). The as-
similation of these radiances is seen to decrease the relative humidity in the troposphere (below 500hPa)
by up to 6%. The inclusion of SSMI data appears also to strengthen analysed surface winds and reduce
them aloft by up to 0.35 ms−1 (Fig. 7b). The surface results may be partly due to a ‘direct’ link via the
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observation operator, which is also dependent to some degree on changes in surface emissivity (that can
be brought about by the action of the surface wind on waves andsea-spray). The results aloft indicate the
indirect impact of humidity on wind via interactions withinthe forecast model. Other OSEs performed
with and without AMV (Radnoti et al., 2010) and SCAT observations indicate that these observations
also lead to a similar magnitude of zonal wind reduction (notshown).

The previous section (2.1) highlighted systematic differences between some observation types and the
model. In particular, the data depicts a drier and less intense monsoon circulation. Here it is shown that
these differences are reflected in the mean analysis increments. Moreover, differences between the DFS
and FEC clearly indicate a loss of information during the model propagation, mainly, on humidity and
temperature, supporting a model error problem and pointingto a tropospheric bias.

2.3 Fast model error

In this section the focus is on the diagnosis of model errors that develop very early on in the forecast. At
these timescales, errors originating from different physical processes have had little time to interact with
each other, particularly remotely via the resolved flow but also possibly through direct local interaction.

Figure8(a) shows mean 850 hPa forecast error at a lead-time of 5 days for specific humidity and hor-
izontal wind. Errors in both fields are large relative to the mean field (c.f. Fig. 4a,b). For example,
mean wind errors of 3ms−1 over the Arabian Sea compare to mean total winds of∼10ms−1, and mean
humidity errors of 1gkg−1 compare to mean total humidities of∼13gkg−1. Local statistical significance
is indicated by the bold shading and black vectors. In general, the low-level flow is too westerly and too
zonal over the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, with too much humidity off the Arabian Peninsula and
in the Bay of Bengal. Figure8(b) shows the mean errors at a lead-time of 1 day. In general, the same
features are evident – they are weaker in magnitude but equally statistically significant. This growth of
error magnitude with lead-time also points to a model problem rather than to observation bias.
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b) Error at D+1

2.0 m/s

Figure 8: Mean June–August 2009 0UTC forecast error in 850 hPa specific humidity and horizontal wind relative
to operational analyses. (a) At a lead-time of 5 days. (b) At alead-time of 1 day. Units for q are 0.1gkg−1. A
statistical test has been performed and bold colours and black vectors indicate that the mean value is significantly
different from zero at the 5% level.
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In general, above the planetary boundary layer, patterns ofsystematic error evolve more with lead-time
than indicated in Fig.8(a,b) and they also tend to loose their statistical significance (Rodwell and Jung,
2010). Maintaining statistical significance in error diagnostics in the face of improving assimilation and
forecast systems can be thought of as key to the whole error diagnosis problem. Without a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio, one cannot be sure that the error is real, let alone identify its cause. These re-
sults give credibility to the assertion that errors are bestdiagnosed at very short lead-times (or indeed
during the first time-step in the work ofKlinker and Sardeshmukh, 1992), before the interactions via
the dynamics have taken place and before the state of the system has drifted from the ‘true state’ to-
wards the model’s manifold. With the introduction of 4D-Var, recent work (Rodwell and Palmer, 2007;
Rodwell and Jung, 2008b) has suggested that the optimal period over-which to diagnose error is the data
assimilation window. In this case, mean forecast error (as estimated through the difference between the
forecast and a verifying analysis) is the same as (minus) themean analysis increment. (Note the cor-
respondence, except for sign, between the mean analysis increment (Fig.5) and the D+1 forecast error
Fig. 8b).

Mean forecast error represents an imbalance in model process tendencies. Figure9(a–d) show specific-
humidity tendencies at 850 hPa due to the explicit dynamics,vertical diffusion (including surface fluxes)
and gravity-wave-drag, convection, and large-scale precipitation, respectively. (Note that it is best to
avoid the first model time-step as this is structurally different, and so tendencies shown in Fig.9 are
accumulated over the lead-times 1–13hr and over the 0UTC and12UTC forecasts). The fact that their
sum (Fig.9e) is so similar to (minus) the analysis increment (Fig.5) confirms that these are the dominant
processes acting on specific humidity. Hence, if model erroris the cause for the analysis increments, one
or more of these processes is at fault. Future work on the monsoon will look more closely at processes
within the planetary boundary layer and will hopefully provide a fuller understanding of this model
problem.

More generally, it can be seen that the diagnosis of analysisincrements and initial tendencies provides an
approach to model development that is very complementary tothe traditional ‘bottom-up’ methodology
where individual parametrizations are improved in isolation. The analysis increments / initial tendencies
approach has several useful attributes:

• It assesses model error at states close to the true state.

• Errors are more readily identified (and more statistically significant) before interactions have taken
place.

• Possible causes for the error are suggested.

• It can be used to prioritise model development work.

• It provides process-oriented metrics (useful in the climate projection context,Rodwell and Palmer,
2007)

The future challenge for the development of ‘Initial Tendencies’ is to get it to fully connect with the
model development process. To help this approach become more widely adopted at ECMWF, better
user-support and an easy-to-use way of ‘driving’ this diagnostic tool will be provided in future. Note,
however, that an interesting poor-man’s approach to initial forecast error is already being used as a
complementary tool in the development of the ECMWF land-surface scheme. In this approach, 36-
hour forecast errors in 2m temperature have been deduced fora model with modified land-surface, but
initialised-by and verified-against the operational analysis. If such forecast ‘errors’ are reduced almost
everywhere (as they have been) then there is less need to undertake a full assimilation experiment to
confirm the benefits of the modification.

In the medium-term, ECMWF aims to introduce ‘Weak-constraint 4D-Var’ data assimilation into the
Troposphere (it is already present in the Stratosphere). Weak-constraint 4D-Var takes account of model
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Figure 9: Mean July 2009 model process tendencies between forecast lead-times 1 and 13 hours in 850 hPa specific
humidity (gkg−1day−1) averaged over 0UTC and 12UTC forecasts from: (a) the explicit dynamics, (b) vertical
diffusion (including surface fluxes) and gravity wave drag,(c) the convection, (d) the large-scale precipitation,
and (e) the total over all the above process tendencies. A statistical test has been performed and bold colours
indicate that the mean value is significantly different fromzero at the 5% level. Regions where the 850 hPa surface
dipped below the surface (orography) sometime during the month have been blanked-out.

‘drift’ within the data assimilation window (theF -term ofTrémolet, 2007b). In future, therefore, it will
be important to use ‘F ’ instead of (or in combination with) any residual mean analysis increment when
diagnosing model error.

The ‘seamless’ traceability of forecast error signals fromlong lead-times to shorter lead-times, initial
tendency errors and, ultimately, to comparisons with observations is highly useful. The main motivation
behind the development of the on-line ‘Diagnostics Explorer’ (Rodwell and Jung, 2008a) was to make
this seamless traceability readily accessible to all. At present, the Explorer contains over 1 million
diagnostic plots of the operational, esuite and ERA-interim systems. As discussed above, a good signal-
to-noise ratio is essential for error diagnosis and so statistical significance is indicated wherever possible.
Note that the Diagnostics Explorer does not produce plots on-demand since complete flexibility would
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require on-line access to several years of twice-daily 4D fields. Currently, this does not present any great
limitation, but the strategy may need to be revised in future.

2.4 Linear model error

The tangent-linear model and its adjoint are essential components of the variational assimilation system.
Furthermore, they are used to compute the singular vectors which provide initial perturbations for the
EPS. The development of tangent-linear versions of components of the forecast model (say a parameter-
isation scheme or an observation operator) proceeds in several stages that require a range of diagnostics.
Tompkins and Janisková(2004) andLopez and Moreau(2005) describe some of the diagnostics that are
being used routinely at ECMWF to monitor and help further develop the tangent-linear model. These
are briefly summarised here and then an additional new diagnostic based on the computation of singular
vectors is described.

Most nonlinear parameterisation schemes require some modifications before they are suitable for lineari-
sation. Strong nonlinearities, for instance those arisingfrom switches, require regularisation. Similarly,
highly-nonlinear functions require smoothing and some perturbations need to be artificially reduced or
even set to zero. Otherwise, the tangent-linear model wouldpermit excessive growth and would poorly
approximate finite differences of nonlinear integrations.Other modifications may be required for rea-
sons of computational efficiency. The modified nonlinear scheme is sometimes referred to as simplified
scheme to acknowledge the differences from the full nonlinear scheme since some physical processes
included in the latter scheme are often not represented in the linearised version. As a standard proce-
dure in this step, the errors of medium-range and extended-range forecasts with the simplified nonlinear
scheme are compared to the errors obtained with forecasts using the full nonlinear scheme.

In the next step, the tangent-linear and adjoint versions ofthe simplified nonlinear scheme are developed.
A prerequisite before proceeding to further tests, is to check the numerical correctness of the tangent-
linear and adjoint code.

The main diagnostic technique for the linearised model is ananalysis of nonlinear residuals of a first
order Taylor approximation of finite difference. The residuals can be studied for single time steps for
individual parameterisation schemes and for the evolutionof the entire model over the 12-hour assim-
ilation window. These tests can include a range of perturbation amplitudes and can test whether the
residual is sensitive to the perturbation sign (for detailsseee.g.Lopez and Moreau, 2005).

The analysis of discrepancies between linear and nonlinearcomputations has recently been extended
by comparing analysis increments produced by low-resolution minimisations using the linearised model
with those evolved with the full high-resolution non-linear model in 4D-Var trajectories (Lopez, 2010).
Performing this comparison in observation space permits the inclusion of observation operators in the
diagnostic.

The systematic diagnosis of nonlinear residuals from the first-order Taylor formula can also exhibit spu-
rious growth in the full nonlinear forecast model (see Sec. 4.7.2 in the Head of Research Department’s
progress report at the 37th Session of the SAC in 2008).

As a final test and before starting a meteorological evaluation of a new tangent-linear scheme in 4D-
Var, the leading global singular vectors are computed for a wide range of meteorological situations.
The singular vectors are computed for an optimisation time of 12 h and at the resolution of the 4D-Var
inner loop (TL255, 91 levels). The typical growth of the leading singular vector at this resolution and
optimisation time is about one order of magnitude in terms ofthe total energy norm. However, if the
tangent-linear version of a parameterisation is used that is insufficiently regularised the growth can be
significantly increased. As an example, Figure10 shows the growth of the leading singular vectors for
the tangent-linear model with and without the tangent-linear version of the non-orographic gravity wave
drag (GWD) scheme described byOrr et al. (2010). Using the tangent model with moist processes,
vertical mixing and orographic GWD, the leading 12-hour singular vector grows typically one order of
magnitude. With the non-orographic GWD scheme without regularisations the structure of the leading
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singular vector changes in many cases and the growth is up to two orders of magnitude larger in some
cases. Regularisations of the tangent-linear non-orographic GWD scheme have been developed and
refined by adapting those parts of the scheme that are responsible for the excessive growth of those
structures identified by the leading singular vectors (see also the Section on tangent-linear and adjoint
physics in the 2010 progress report). The leading singular vector computed with the regularised non-
orographic GWD scheme does not exhibit the excessive growth.
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Figure 10: Final total energy norm of the leading 12-hour global singular vector computed with three different
tangent-linear models: (i, black) including dynamics, vertical mixing, moist processes and orographic gravity
wave drag, (ii, red) same configuration as (i) but in additionwith the non-regularised non-orographic gravity
wave drag scheme, (iii, blue) as configuration (i) but the regularised non-orographic gravity wave drag scheme.
At initial time, the total energy norm of all singular vectors is one. A range of different meteorological situations
is sampled by computing the leading singular vector for 45 cases spanning one year.

2.5 Re-Analysis

The current ECMWF reanalysis, ERA-Interim, produced data for 1989 onwards and is now running
in near real time. As with any reanalysis it is important to monitor the production of the analyses
and forecasts in order to ensure the data is of the highest possible quality. In reanalysis, as compared
with NWP, the emphasis is on the temporal consistency of the data and as a consequence many of the
diagnostics emphasise the time dimension, (seee.g.Dee and Uppala, 2009).

Reanalysis produces various diagnostics aimed specifically at monitoring the assimilation and forecast
system. Some are standard diagnostics, such as those produced by OBSTAT (see section2.1). Others
are specific to ERA. These include timeseries of analysis differences (ERA-Interim minus operations),
forecast errors (at T+12, 24 and 120) and analysis increments. Atmospheric circulation indices and bud-
gets of mass, moisture, ozone, energy and angular momentum are also diagnosed, both for the purpose
of studying the atmosphere scientifically and as a means of further monitoring the data. There are plans
to greatly increase the range of these diagnostics and increase the amount displayed on the external web
site2.

Similar issues with analysis increments as discussed in sections 2.2 and2.3 are found for the Indian

2http://www.ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/d/inspect/catalog/research/eraclim/timon
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summer monsoon. Here, an example of a diagnostic is given that essentially assesses the temporally
varying quality of the analysed divergent winds in the tropics, which is also of relevance to the monsoon.
The divergent wind has long been known to be one of the greatest sources of uncertainty in atmospheric
analyses (Boer and Sargent, 1985). Furthermore, it is well known that the quality of tropicalanalyses
has a great impact on the perceived skill of tropical forecasts. The diagnostic is based on the hemispheric
and vertical integral of the continuity equation. This states that the tendency in hemispheric dry mass
should be equal to the hemispheric dry mass convergence.

Assuming hydrostatic balance, the northern hemispheric dry air mass (mNH) can be calculated by inte-
grating the dry density (ρ) by height (z) from the surface (SFC) to the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA),
and by area (A) over the Northern Hemisphere (NH):

mNH =
∫

NH

∫ TOA

SFC
ρ dz dA =

1
g

∫
NH

∫ 1

0
(1−q)

∂ p
∂η

dη dA , (1)

whereq is specific humidity,η is the hybrid model-level coordinate, andp is pressure.

The integrated continuity equation can be written as

∂mNH

∂ t
=

∫
NH

∫ TOA
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∂ρ
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dzdA = −
1
g

∫
NH

∇ ·

∫ 1

0
v(1−q)

∂ p
∂η

dη dA =
∮

EQ

∫ TOA

SFC
ρv dz dl , (2)

wherev is the horizontal wind. The second equality in (2) embodies the continuity equation. The
final equality in (2) embodies the divergence theorem and emphasises how the hemispheric dry mass
convergence is dependent on the cross-equatorial mass flux.(In the last term,v is the meridional wind
at the equator,EQ, andl is distance along the equator).

The Northern Hemisphere mass tendency can thus be estimatedfrom model level analysis data in two
ways. The first ‘mass tendency’ method uses the third term in (1) – and takes differences between
consecutive analyses. This is plotted in Fig.11a for ERA-40 (black) and ERA-Interim (red). Because
the atmosphere is largely hydrostatic, this tendency estimate is probably well constrained by surface
pressure observations. Indeed there is very good agreementbetween the ERA-40 and ERA-Interim
curves (the ERA-Interim curve lies on top of the ERA-40 curve). In addition, the globally-integrated
mass tendency is very small, as it should be (not shown).

The second method uses the third term in (2), and is plotted in Fig.11b (note the different y-axis scale).
The ‘mass convergence’ estimate is an order of magnitude larger than the ‘mass tendency’ estimate –
and non-zero averages over long periods in the mass convergence are clearly erroneous. Equation (2)
shows that the ‘mass convergence’ estimate depends on the analysed density and meridional wind at the
equator. The implication is that these may not be so well constrained by the observations. Indeed, the
divergent wind is not well observed globally.Graversen et al.(2007) point this out and furthermore note
that if mass transports are wrong, this also leads to erroneous heat and momentum fluxes.

The fact that discrepancies are much smaller in ERA-Interimthan in ERA-40 is probably because ob-
servations are better able to constrain the cross-equatorial mass-flux within 4D-Var – due to enhanced
internal consistency between temperature and wind fields – and because ERA-Interim uses a more re-
cent model cycle. That the mass convergence improves with time in ERA-Interim (Fig.11b) indicates
reduced observation bias and/or increased observation coverage with time in the tropics. Nevertheless,
this budget study highlights continued uncertainties in analysed tropical winds and/or densities.

There is potential to do further work on the subject of mass conservation and the continuity equation.
For example, the evaluation of the dry mass convergence using 6 hourly analyses involves temporally
sub-sampling this field which can lead to large errors (see,e.g.Haimberger et al., 2001). These errors
can be avoided by accumulating the forecast convergence in the IFS at every time step, which would also
enable the treatment of the continuity equation in the forecast to be studied. The diagnostic could also
be applied to ECMWF’s operational analyses and could be usedto compare the realism of ECMWF’s
analysed tropical winds with those of other forecasting centres.
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Figure 11: Time series of the Northern Hemisphere dry mass budget (kgm−2day−1): (a) mass tendency and (b)
mass convergence.

2.6 Analysis uncertainty

With the introduction of Cycle 36R2, ECMWF runs operationally an ensemble of variational data assimi-
lations (EDAIsaksen et al., 2010) based on the explicit perturbation of the observations, sea-surface tem-
perature and model physics tendencies. The background states are implicitly perturbed because they are
evolved from the perturbed analysis fields and include the model error parametrization term (‘Stochasti-
cally Perturbed Parametrization Tendencies’ method, SPPTPalmer et al., 2009). Standard deviations of
the EDA analyses and background forecast fields provide estimates of the analysis and background errors
(Fisher, 2003). These error estimates can then be used, respectively, forthe initialisation of the ECMWF
ensemble prediction system (EPS,Buizza et al., 2008), and to provide flow-dependent background-error
variances to the operational deterministic 4D-Var (in replacement of the current quasi-static background
error estimates derived from the ‘randomisation’ technique (Fisher and Courtier, 1995; Fisher, 2003)).
The estimation of analysis and forecast errors through the EDA variances is affected by the small en-
semble size (currently 10 members) and by systematic errorsarising from approximations in the rep-
resentation of observation error covariances and model error, and typically lead to an under-dispersive
ensemble (Fisher, 2007). In this context the capacity to diagnose the magnitude, spatial distribution and
temporal evolution of the EDA under/over-dispersiveness can give us insights into the accuracy of the
prescribed observation error covariances and the behaviour of the model error parameterizations.

A useful diagnostic is the spread-error plot, an example of which is given in Fig.12. These are obtained
by binning the EDA spread (here the standard deviation of the9-hour forecast) into deciles and plotting
the mean spread for each bin against the corresponding root-mean-square error (here the error of the
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9-hour forecast relative to the deterministic 4D-Var analysis – considered to be the best estimate of the
truth). For a reliable EDA, these curves should lie on the diagonal (dashed black line). Fig.12shows two
such curves based on the monsoon region [45oE-105oE, 0oN-30oN] (green) and on the South Atlantic
sub-tropical anticyclone region [60oW-0oE, 30oS-0oN] (red) during August 2008. The relative flatness
of both curves indicates that the spread is not a perfect estimator of error in these regions.
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Figure 12: Spread-Error diagram for zonal wind (ms−1) at model level 78 (about 850 hPa) for the Asian monsoon
region [45oE-105oE, 0oN-30oN] (green), and the South Atlantic subtropical anticycloneregion [60oW-0oE, 30oS-
0oN] (red). The spread is of the 9-hour EDA forecasts (binned into deciles). The corresponding RMSE is of the
EDA 9-hour ensemble mean forecast relative to the deterministic 4D-Var analysis. Results are based on data from
August 2008.

Because these curves condense a lot of information, their main use is for monitoring the EDA as a
whole. However, they could help in formulating sensitivityexperiments to understand, for example, the
reasons for differences between regions – which could include model error, assumed observation and
background error covariances, data coverage etc.

2.7 Physics impacts

The model physics comprises processes such as radiation, moist convection, clouds and grid-scale mi-
crophysics, boundary-layer turbulence, and surface processes. Whenever possible each physical process
(scheme) is evaluated both separately and in the context of the entire IFS model framework. The specific
modelling ‘tools’ used to evaluate the individual processes against observational data include:

• Diagnostic or prognostic off-line versions of the different schemes.

• A single-column model version of the IFS that is forced by observed or analysed large-scale
tendencies and/or surface fluxes.

• So-called ‘DDH’ files of high temporal resolution operational model output for a predefined set
of locations.

• A climate diagnostics package, consisting of a 4-member ensemble of 1-year integrations at reso-
lution TL159, that is optimised to allow for quick testing and turnaround.
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Each scheme is compared against relevant observational datasets. For example, radiation and cloud
schemes are compared against radiative fluxes and cloud products from ground based stations (ARM,
BSRN) and satellites (CERES, Cloudsat/Calipso) (e.g. Ahlgrimm and K̈ohler, 2010; Morcrette et al.,
2008). For the future, it is also planned to include datasets that can address aerosol-cloud-radiation
interactions.

The surface scheme is compared against data from flux towers,surface stations and measurements of
river discharge over specified basins. As discussed in section 2.3, short-range forecast error is also used
to assess changes to the surface scheme.

The convection and boundary-layer turbulence schemes within the single column model can initially
be compared against data collected during specific field campaigns,e.g. GATE and TOGA-COARE
(Willett et al., 2008; Bechtold et al., 2004) for convection and GABLS, BOMEX, ASTEX, DYCOMS
(e.g.Zhu et al., 2005) for the boundary layer. However, due to strong interaction with clouds, radiation
and the dynamics it is imperative to assess, at an early stage, the convection and boundary-layer schemes
within the full three-dimensional model.

Increasingly popular datasets used for physics validationinclude satellite imagery from geostationary
satellites (infrared and water vapour bands) and precipitation data from both space-borne platforms (e.g.
TRMM) and ground-based radars (OPERA and NEXRAD data sets).For the radar data comparison
is mainly between derived rain rates (and not radar reflectivities) and model output. For geostationary
imagery, a model-to-satellite approach has been chosen where, for given spectral bands, the radiation
that would be measured by the satellite is deduced from the predicted model state.

An example of the model-to-satellite approach is given in Figs.13(a,b) which show, for 31 July 2009
at 00UTC, infrared brightness temperatures in the 10.3µm band from MTSAT and the IFS analysis,
respectively. These brightness temperatures approximately reflect cloud-top temperature. In general,
cloud top temperatures appear to be reasonably well predicted by the combination of forecast model and
observation operator. Fig.13(c) shows monthly mean D+5 errors in 00UTC brightness temperatures
for July 2009 based on the operational forecasts. Since MTSAT is not continuously archived at present,
the analysis is used here as a surrogate for the observationsprimarily to demonstrate the diagnostic
approach. However, consistent with Fig.2(g), these mean ‘errors’ clearly indicate too much convection
over the Indian Ocean (cold brightness temperature errors)and too little cloud and convection over the
Bangladesh region (warm brightness temperature errors).

2.8 Dynamics-physics interactions

In this section the focus is on the diagnosis of atmosphere-only forecasts beyond the short-range. When
diagnosing medium-range and longer forecasts, challengesarise from the fact that different dynamical
and physical processes have time to interact (possibly nonlinearly), which makes it increasingly difficult
to distinguish cause and effect.

Most of the diagnostic research in this area is based on the application and development of techniques
that can be summarised by the expression ‘targeted numerical experimentation’. By routinely applying
a hierarchy of models with varying degrees of complexity (but within the framework of the same IFS
cycle) the aim is to better understand the impact of model changes. The most important techniques, with
strong strategic relevance, will be discussed in the following.

2.8.1 Sensitivity experiments

The monitoring of the climate of the model plays a central role in the diagnostics work of ECMWF.
For each new model cycle, long integrations with the IFS are carried out and various aspects of the
model climate and its variability are assessed (see also section 2.7). These experiments are augmented
by additional sensitivity experiments in which the impact of selected physics changes are studied in
further detail. A comprehensive study has been recently completed (Jung et al., 2010a). Furthermore,
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Figure 13: Infrared brightness temperatures for 31 July 2009 00UTC (a) as observed by MTSAT and (b) from the
ECMWF analysis. Also shown are (c) monthly mean brightness temperature differences (K) for July 2009 at 00
UTC between the D+5 ECMWF forecasts and the verifying analysis fields.

the sensitivity of the ECMWF model climate to resolution hasbeen studied in unprecedented detail
(TL159, TL511, TL1279 and TL2047) in the framework of the Athena project (dedicated use of the NSF
Cray XT4Athenasupercomputer in the US). In the past, most of the focus in these investigations has
been on synoptic and planetary-scale aspects of the atmosphere; severe weather has been considered
only indirectly. However, ongoing activities at ECMWF and the partner institutions in diagnosing the
results from the Athena project will concentrate on severe weather (e.g., extratropical wind storms,
tropical cyclones, and tips jets). The diagnostics developed in this framework will be incorporated in the
standard diagnostics software packages.

A key-element for the comprehensive assessment of these experiments is the publication of the plethora
of generated plots on the Diagnostics Explorer in a way that is readily accessible to scientists within
ECMWF (Rodwell and Jung, 2008a).

From these seasonal integrations it is very difficult to infer the origin of systematic model error and to
understand exactly how physics changes influence the model climate. In order to shed some light on the
underlying mechanisms it has been found useful to study the influence of a particular physics change
over a range of time scales (from hours to months) (Rodwell and Jung, 2008b; Jung et al., 2010a). This
‘seamless diagnostic perspective’ is illustrated in Fig.14, which shows how the new convection scheme,
introduced in cycle 32R3 (Bechtold et al., 2008), influences mean 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500)
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fields as early as D+1. This suggests that some of the improvements in the Northern Hemisphere at-
mospheric circulation seen with the introduction of the newconvection scheme are local (i.e. involv-
ing dynamics-physics interactions in the extratropics) rather than remotely forced from the tropics (see
Jung et al., 2010a, for details).
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Figure 14: Mean difference in 500 hPa geopotential height (in m) between experiments with the ‘new’ (cycle
32R3) and ‘old’ (cycle 32R2) convection scheme: (a) D+1, (b)D+2–D+10, (c) D+11–D+30 and (d) D+31–
D+120. Contour interval is (a) 0.5 m, (b) 5 m and (c)–(d) 10 m. From: Jung et al.(2010a).

2.8.2 Idealised simulations on the sphere: Held-Suarez andaquaplanet experiments

A substantial reduction in complexity is achieved by considering dry ‘Held-Suarez’ model climate simu-
lations (Held and Suarez, 1994) designed to evaluate dynamical cores of atmospheric general circulation
models independently of the physical parametrizations. Global Held-Suarez simulations on the sphere
display two symmetric zonal mean zonal flow jets enclosing a simplified tropical regime – enforced
by a simple relaxation to a prescribed equilibrium temperature on the sphere and the addition of a pre-
scribed momentum dissipation (Held and Suarez, 1994). For example, Fig.15(a) illustrates the decrease
of zonal mean temperatures in the equatorial stratosphere with increased horizontal resolution. This
change suggests that the similar change seen in the full model (Fig. 15b from the Athena results) can be
explained as primarily a response of the dynamics to resolution. There is also a direct dynamic cooling
response in the equatorial troposphere (Fig.15a), but this appears to be ‘masked’ when the physics is
allowed to interact (Fig.15b). This separation of dynamical responses from the total response is an
important aspect of this diagnostic tool.

Held-Suarez simulations also exhibit substantial extratropical variability. Hence the Held-Suarez set-
up may also be used to explore tropical-extratropical interaction with and without elaborate physical
parametrizations or moist processes (Wedi, 2010).

A lesser reduction of complexity is achieved with aquaplanet simulations. Aquaplanet models consist of
a dynamical core and the physical parametrizations of radiation, boundary layer turbulence, convection
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Figure 15: Mean zonal average temperature differences (K) between runs at TL2047 and TL159 during the
September–November (SON) season. (a) Dry Held-Suarez simulation (100 days of integration). (b) Atmospheric
component of the ECMWF model (1989–2007).

and clouds. Global simulations are made with an underlying flat sea surface and the model is forced by a
family of sea-surface temperature (SST) distributions andprescribed external forcings. The Aquaplanet
Intercomparison Project (APE) (Neale and Hoskins, 2000) documents the inter-comparison of various
models for given SST distributions in a forthcoming ATLAS3.

The application of both Held-Suarez and aquaplanet simulations at every relevant model cycle will
support the early diagnosis of changes in model behaviour, while substantially saving computational
cost, in particular when combined with the reduced-radius approach described in the following section.

2.8.3 Idealised simulations on the sphere: reduced-radiusexperiments

An alternative diagnostic strategy can be exploited for the3D global atmosphere, where the plane-
tary radius is suitably reduced to capture non-hydrostaticphenomena without incurring the computa-
tional cost of actual simulations of weather and climate at non-hydrostatic resolution∆x ≤ O(2) km
(Wedi and Smolarkiewicz, 2009). In other words, the size of the computational domain is reduced with-
out changing the depth or the vertical structure of the atmosphere. Here the underlying assumption is that
the essential flow characteristics remain unchanged when the separation of horizontal and vertical scales
is reduced (Kuang et al., 2005). The usefulness of this strategy is illustrated inWedi and Smolarkiewicz

3http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/ mike/APE
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(2009) andWedi et al.(2009) with a set of canonical flow problems including horizontally and vertically
propagating spherical acoustic-waves, ‘local-scale’ orographically forced gravity waves, and ‘global-
scale’ planetary Rossby waves in Held-Suarez simulations.In Wedi and Smolarkiewicz(2009) the test
cases were conducted for two very different global dynamical cores – the non-hydrostatic IFS and the
multi-scale anelastic research code EULAG (Prusa et al., 2008).

An interesting example is the ability to simulate propagating waves at internal critical levels,i.e. the
height at which the background flow (in the direction of wave propagation) is equal to the horizontal
phase speed of the wave. Waves attenuate as they approach their critical level and momentum carried by
these waves is transferred to the mean flow at and below that height. This scenario together with con-
vective and shear instabilities forms “critical layers”, which are an important aspect of mesoscale oro-
graphic flows and of circulation features such as the quasi-biennial oscillation (Wedi and Smolarkiewicz,
2006). Figure16(a–c) illustrate the EULAG, non-hydrostatic and the hydrostatic IFS results, respec-
tively, for the case of non-linear flow past a three-dimensional hill in the presence of a critical level
(Grubišić and Smolarkiewicz, 1997). The critical level is a preferred location for internal wave break-
ing, with the resulting flow locally non-linear and non-hydrostatic. In the case of the non-hydrostatic
simulations the forming homogeneous mixed layer acts as a perfect reflector to all incoming waves. In
contrast the hydrostatic solution (Fig.16c) shows also a wave response above the critical layer. The sim-
ulations indicate a sensitivity to both the horizontal and vertical resolution as well as the model equations
used, thus complementing the diagnostic tools for the verification of the dynamical core of the IFS.

A future focus is targeting idealised moist simulations with resolved and unresolved convection in the
small-planet environment. This will help explore the ‘grey-zone’ boundaries of hydrostatic and non-
hydrostatic regimes as well as resolved and unresolved convection regimes in the broader context of
physics-dynamics coupling and interaction. The small planet approach is thus complementary to re-
search projects investigating scale interactions of the tropical atmosphere (e.g.CASCADE) and to ultra-
high resolution limited-area studies performed in the member states.

2.8.4 Relaxation experiments

The relaxation technique is a well known diagnostic tool, and has been used at ECMWF in the past
(Hasler, 1982; Ferranti et al., 1990). The basic idea is to artificially suppress the developmentof forecast
error in a given region, by relaxing back to a set of analyses,and to then investigate the consequences
in other regions. In its current implementation (Jung et al., 2008, 2010c,b; Jung and Rodwell, 2010) this
involves adding an extra tendency term to the model of the form:

−λ (x−xref) , (3)

where the model state vector is represented byx, and the analysis fields towards which the model is
drawn byxref . The e-folding timescale of the relaxation,λ−1, is a function of the variable, location and
height.

The method is illustrated in Fig.17, which shows Z500 anomalies for DJF 2009/10 from ERA-Interim,
the control integration (prescribed SST and sea ice), the experiment with tropical relaxation and the ex-
periment with relaxation of the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere. Given that none of the experiments
manages to reproduce the negative phase of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) suggest that internal (ex-
tratropical) atmospheric dynamics explain the unusual circulation during the winter of 2009/10 making
it difficult for seasonal forecasting systems to predict theonset of the negative phase of the NAO. In-
terestingly, tropical relaxation managed to reproduce thenegative phase of the NAO for the winter of
2005/06 (Jung et al., 2010c) showing that the relaxation method is capable of discriminating between
different origins of extratropical circulation anomalies.

The relaxation approach is a powerful tool to understand possible remote origins of forecast errors
(Jung et al., 2010b) and circulation anomalies (Jung et al., 2010c). Applications of this technique are
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Figure 16: Cross section of vertical velocity for the case ofnon-linear flow past a three-dimensional hill in
the presence of a critical level (indicated by the thin horizontal line). (a) EULAG,(b) non-hydrostatic and (c)
hydrostatic version of the IFS. All integrations were carried out on a ‘small planet’ with a radius of about 20 km
(and about 250 m horizontal and 35 m vertical resolution). The contour interval is 0.2 ms−1. The vertical axis is
pressure in hPa. For details seeGrubišíc and Smolarkiewicz(1997).

particularly well suited to understanding larger-scale aspects of the atmospheric circulation – for exam-
ple the remote impacts of the over-active monsoon. While this excludes to some degree the application
to severe weather events, the relaxation is a powerful approach to diagnose more persistent, large-scale
high-impactevents, such as the MJO, Euro-Atlantic blocking, and the NAO, whose simulation and pre-
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Figure 17: Geopotential height anomalies at the 500 hPa level (in m) for the period 1 December 2009 to 28
February 2010: (a) ERA Interim and ensemble forecasts (b) without relaxation, (c) with tropical relaxation and
(d) with stratospheric relaxation. All forecasts were started on 1 November. Statistically significant differences (at
the 95% confidence level) in (b)–(d) are hatched.

diction still pose serious challenges. For the future it is planned to further develop this relaxation code
on the IFS (e.g.scale-dependent relaxation and relaxation of specific humidity) and to apply it in a wider
context.

2.9 Coupled processes

This section deals with the evaluation of errors in the coupled ocean-atmosphere system on the time-
scales relevant to the monthly and seasonal forecasts. The errors coming from the each individual
component are analysed separately as well as in the coupled system.

2.9.1 Diagnosis of ocean data assimilation

There are major changes taking place in ECMWF’s coupled forecasting system at the moment, with
the NEMO ocean model replacing the old HOPE model, and with the adoption of the NEMOVAR
assimilation system. NEMOVAR is currently being implemented for 3D-Var assimilation of temperature
and salinity profiles, ocean currents and satellite altimeter data (Mogensen et al., 2009). In addition,
it is forced with ERA-Interim surface fluxes of sensible-heat, moisture, momentum and (penetrative)
radiation. Furthermore, SSTs are strongly relaxed to mapped SST observations (with a timescale of∼2
days) and weakly relaxed to salinity climatology (with a timescale of∼2 years). With this approach,
mean analysis increments should reflect systematic errors in the representation of surface fluxes and/or
the ocean model (i.e. not the entire coupled model) and so diagnostics should be complementary to those
obtained from the NWP assimilation.
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An example of NEMOVAR ocean analysis increments is given in Fig. 18, which shows mean ocean
potential-temperature increments at the equator. In the Eastern Pacific increments remove heat below
the thermocline and add heat above while, in the western Pacific, the opposite happens. This has the
effect of increasing the tilt of the thermocline. These increments could partly be reflecting ocean model
error. However, these increments are common to other ocean models forced by the same surface winds.
In addition, a joint diagnostic project with the UK Met. Office has highlighted large differences in
seasonal-means of analysed zonal winds at 850 hPa in this region (up to 2ms−1 – i.e. 25% of the total).
Hence it is quite likely that the surface momentum fluxes usedin the assimilation also play an important
role in generating these ocean increments.
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Figure 18: Equatorial cross-section of temporal mean, 10-day window, potential temperature increments (oC)
from NEMOVAR 3D-Var assimilation. The averages have been computed for the period of 1989 to 2006.

Research diagnostics also include the comparison with independent (non-assimilated) observations and
with other datasets such as the World Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05). As with NWP (section2.2), the
ocean data assimilation is also assessed by conducting Observing System Experiments (OSEs). Indeed,
the ocean data assimilation system provides a good environment to diagnose errors in surface fluxes and
the ocean model. Although discussed here, section2.9.1clearly fits well within the left-hand yellow box
of Fig. 1.

2.9.2 Diagnosis of large-scale variability and teleconnections in coupled and SST-forced hindcasts

In long-range forecasts performed with coupled models, errors may originate either from an incorrect
prediction of SST variability, or from an inability of the coupled model to reproduce the correct atmo-
spheric response to SST anomaly.

In order to investigate the origin of seasonal forecast errors, a 41-member, uncoupled, seasonal hindcast
ensemble forced with observed SST is produced each quarter.It allows a quick assessment of whether
a particular seasonal-mean atmospheric anomaly could havebeen forecast if the correct SST had been
predicted. Results from those uncoupled seasonal hindcasts are accessible on the internal web, and are
systematically used during the joint meeting of the Operations and Research Divisions when discussing
the seasonal forecast performance.

In addition, a diagnostic package has been developed to assess the correspondence between patterns of
large-scale variability and teleconnections simulated bythe model and those found from observational
datasets and re-analyses. The package uses regression and EOF analysis to compute a set of climate
variability patterns which are relevant to seasonal and inter-annual time-scales. The diagnosed fields can
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be classified into three main areas:

• Variability/covariability of SST and heat/water fluxes

• Atmospheric response to SST variability

• Dominant modes of atmospheric variability/covariability

The similarity between patterns derived from observational and GCM datasets is quantified with the use
of 2-dimensional ‘Taylor’ diagrams. Distances in Taylor diagrams are used to define metrics which can
be used as ‘figures of merit’ in the evaluation and comparisonof GCM simulations. The package can be
used to compare the variability generated by different model cycles, or to evaluate how variability and
teleconnection patterns differ in SST-forced versus coupled simulations.

An example of the output of this diagnostic package is presented in Fig.19 and Fig.20. These fig-
ures highlight the links between SST and monsoon precipitation variations in (a) ERA-Interim, (b) the
uncoupled hindcasts using system 3, (c) the coupled forecasts using system 3, and (d) in a 5-member,
20-year hindcast set with the new coupled model (IFS-36R1/NEMO). Figure19shows covariances with
the first principal component of precipitation within the red box indicated. The patterns for the ob-
servations and coupled simulations (Fig.19a,c,d) look rather similar and incorporate a clear east-west
rainfall dipole. The new coupled model (Fig.19d) appears to produce a stronger dipole than that of the
re-analysis and coupled System 3 (Fig.19a,c), although the percentage of variance explained by the first
PC is in close agreement with the re-analysis value (16.2% versus 15.5%). The precipitation pattern
from the uncoupled simulations (Fig.19b) is strikingly different and emphasises a north-south tripole.
In the uncoupled hindcasts, the first PC of South Asian rainfall explains a significantly larger propor-
tion of variance (21%) than the first PC of ERA Interim, while the second PC (associated with stronger
east-west rainfall gradients) accounts for about 11% of thevariance.

-2.4 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.2 0.2

mm/day

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.4

a) ERA-Interim b) System 3 (uncoupled)

c) System 3 (coupled) d) 36R1/Nemo (coupled)

Figure 19: Covariances of precipitation over the whole domain shown with the first principal component of
precipitation in the red box indicated. Results are based on(a) ERA-Interim, (b) the uncoupled hindcasts using
system 3, (c) the coupled forecasts using system 3, and (d) a 5-member, 20-year hindcast set with the new coupled
model (IFS-36R1/NEMO).

In Fig. 20, the covariance of SST with South Asian rainfall PC1 is displayed. Both coupled mod-
els (Fig.20c,d) show stronger covariance with El-Niño – La-Niña SST anomalies than that observed
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Figure 20: The covariance of SST with the first principal component of precipitation as in Fig.19. Results are
based on (a) ERA-Interim, (b) the uncoupled hindcasts usingsystem 3, (c) the coupled forecasts using system 3,
and (d) a 5-member, 20-year hindcast set with the new coupledmodel (IFS-36R1/NEMO).

(Fig. 20a). The more westerly position of the maximum of equatorial SST anomalies in the IFS-
36R1/NEMO system is a consequence of its cold bias in the Pacific cold tongue. The very different
precipitation pattern for the uncoupled model is connectedto a rather different covariance with SST
(Fig. 20b), but it is interesting to note that the uncoupled simulations suggest an important role for
extratropical SST anomalies over the northwestern Pacific –as also indicated by the observations.

These differences underline the importance of coupling forgetting the correct variability of monsoon
precipitation. In the context of this paper, it emphasises the importance of a variety of diagnostic tools
that can assess the effect of air-sea interactions and coupled processes on the modelled variability and,
consequently, on the pattern and intensity of predicted anomalies.

2.9.3 Diagnosis of the mixed-layer model

In section1.5, it was shown that the monsoon is less over-active in coupledsimulations (Fig.2q) than it
is in uncoupled simulations (Fig.2n). This can be explained through mixed-layer diagnostics presented
in Takaya et al.(2010). They show how Indian Ocean SST (particularly around 10oS) becomes cold
relative to SST analyses over the first 10 days during July experiments. In effect the over-strong monsoon
surface winds in the atmospheric model lead to increased latent heat fluxes, but these are moderated
(in the medium-range) if the ocean is able to respond. Hence the monsoon in the coupled model is
provided with less moisture than it is in the uncoupled model. Very similar arguments apply for the
weakening of tropical cyclones when they are allowed to interact with the ocean (Bender et al., 1993;
Wada, 2009). The cooling effect is actually underestimated by the mixed-layer model when compared
with TMI observations and this may be explained by the fact that the implemented mixed-layer model
does not represent upwelling.

2.9.4 Sensitivity experiments with the coupled system

Numerical experiments in which specific regions of the oceanare relaxed towards observed conditions
have been used recently with the IFS/HOPE system to assess the impact of SST biases in the Gulf Stream
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region (Balmaseda et al., 2010). Regional SST relaxation is going to be implemented in the IFS/NEMO
and IFS/high-resolution-mixed-layer systems.

Experimentations designed to evaluate the impact of the land surface initial conditions
(Ferranti and Viterbo, 2006; Weisheimer et al., 2009) have shown that initial memory in the land sur-
face is an important predictability source. More recently,coupled simulations using observed sea-ice
concentration ((Balmaseda et al., 2010)) have shown its impact on the atmospheric circulation at sea-
sonal time-scales.

2.9.5 Other diagnostic tools

A seasonal forecast suite developed in collaboration with the Ensembles project and Meteorological
Operations section provides a comprehensive set of basic diagnostics and verification statistics (such
as biases, timeseries of atmospheric and oceanic indices, deterministic and probabilistic scores) for any
seasonal forecast experiment. This suite is instrumental in the development of the new seasonal forecast
System 4. Results from this suite are accessible on the internal web.

Seasonal-mean teleconnections and transient Rossby-wavepacket diagnostics (Grazzini and Lucarini,
2009) also highlight links to circulation features such as over the North Atlantic / European region.

The MJO is a major potential source of predictability in the Tropics on time scales exceeding one week.
It has a significant impact on the Asian monsoon, it affects the development of El-Niño events and
impacts on tropical cyclogenesis. Hence dedicated diagnostics are routinely used to assess the quality
of the MJO predictions in every new model cycle (Vitart et al., 2007). An example will be presented in
section3.

The evaluation of the coupled system climate is crucial for any further development of the seasonal
forecast system. During the development process, several sets of coupled hindcasts using the most
recent atmospheric model cycle have to be produced and analysed. Ideally diagnostics of the coupled
and uncoupled systems should be based on the same experimental set-up. Efforts are going to be directed
towards making the system more accessible to other researchsections.

2.10 Flow-dependent error

Hindcasts, made using a constant IFS cycle within the ERA-Interim project, can help distinguish flow-
dependent changes in operational forecast skill from thoseassociated with cycle changes. For example,
ECMWF’s operational northern hemispheric Z500 errors weresubstantially larger during the March–
May (MAM) season of 2009 than they were in the previous year. It is important to understand whether
MAM 2009 was simply less predictable or whether a problem hadbeen introduced into the IFS in the
intervening period.

This example is discussed with the help of a diagnostic tool that separates error and ‘activity’ into differ-
ent spatial scales (e.g. ‘synoptic’ and ‘planetary’). Figure21(a) shows results based on the operational
forecasts for the northern mid-latitudes as a function of forecast lead-time. Each curve has three at-
tributes: colour, thickness and style. Red curves show MAM 2009 and blue curves show MAM 2008.
Thick curves relate to planetary scales and thin curves to the synoptic scales. Solid curves show the
mean-squared forecast error. Dashed curves show (2×) the mean-squared analysis anomaly (from the
long-term climatology: the ‘observed activity’). Dotted curves show forecast activity. Coloured circles
on any curve indicate a statistically significantly better result compared to the other year. Importantly,
because squared quantities are shown, the planetary and synoptic scales can be added to give the total
(error or activity). In the limit of no predictability, the error curves would reach the activity curves.

The poor scores for MAM 2009 can partly be explained by an increase in synoptic-scale error (thin,
solid). This is consistent with increased synoptic activity (thin, dashed). However, planetary-scale
errors (thick, solid) were also larger (statistically significantly so) even though planetary activity (thick,
dashed) was actually less in 2009.
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Figure 21: Scale dependent error and activity for the northern midlatitude 500 hPa geopotential heights in the
March–May (MAM) season 2009 versus MAM 2008: (a) Operational forecasts, (b) ERA-Interim hindcasts. Line
style indicates the quantity: solid for mean-squared error, dashed for mean-squared activity of the analysis, dotted
for mean-squared activity of the forecast. Activity is defined as twice the mean squared anomaly of a given field
relative to climatology. Line thickness indicates the group of waves included: thick for planetary waves with zonal
wavenumbers 0–3, thin for synoptic-scale waves with zonal wavenumbers 4–14. Line colour indicates the year:
red for MAM 2009, blue for MAM 2008. Dots are placed on a curve if that year is statistically significantly better
than the other year. Errors for different scales can be addedlinearly. Similarly activities can be added to give the
total activity over zonal wavenumbers 0-14. The error tendsto the activity at the limit of no predictability.

The corresponding results based on the ERA-Interim hindcasts show very similar signals (Fig.21b) and
this leads to the (re-assuring) conclusion that a recent model cycle update is not the reason for the poorer
scores in MAM 2009.

Further work is required to understand why the IFS had particular problems predicting the larger-scale
planetary wave pattern in MAM 2009. The relaxation experiments like those discussed in section2.8.4
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may be helpful in this regard.

2.11 Forecast uncertainty

The evaluation of ensemble forecasts differs from that of deterministic forecasts because the former
provide a probability distribution that is not better knowna posteriori than it was known a priori
(Talagrand and Candille, 2009). Any meaningful evaluation has to accumulate forecast-verification pairs
over sufficiently large samples in order to enable the comparison of like objects,i.e. predicted distribu-
tions and empirical distributions of forecast errors estimated from observations or analyses.

A versatile diagnostic for ensemble forecasts that assesses reliability is the relationship between en-
semble spread and the ensemble mean error (Talagrand et al., 1997). It is used in a number of ways
at ECMWF to assess the characteristics of the EPS by looking at different variables in the model state
space and all forecast lead times. The diagnosis of ensembleprediction systems at ECMWF focuses on
how inconsistencies between ensemble spread and the ensemble mean error are linked to deficiencies in
the formulation of the sources of uncertainty in initial conditions and the forecast model.

The basic form of the spread-error relationship considers simple averages of the variances over a re-
gion and a set of forecasts. The more sophisticated form of the spread-error relationship considers
the joint distribution of ensemble standard deviation and ensemble mean error for a fixed lead time
(Talagrand et al., 1997; Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008). The spread-reliability is determined from the
conditional distribution of the ensemble mean error for given ensemble standard deviationσens. Statis-
tical consistency,i.e. reliability, requires that the standard deviation of this conditional distribution is
equal toσens, the value of the ensemble standard deviation on which the distribution of the error is con-
ditioned. An example of this conditional spread-error diagnostic has already been discussed in Section
2.6on analysis uncertainty. Depending on the variable and leadtime it may be necessary to account for
analysis or observational uncertainty. This can be done following the method ofSaetra et al.(2004) and
work on using this method in the verification of ensemble forecast at ECMWF is in progress.

The spread-error diagnostic has been extended to consider different spatial scales.Jung and Leutbecher
(2008) use waveband filters to focus on planetary, synoptic and sub-synoptic scales. They showed
that the over-dispersion of the ECMWF EPS prior to model cycle 32r3 in the early forecast ranges is
particularly prominent in the synoptic scales in the mid-latitudes.

Often a ‘forecast bust’ is thought of as a deterministic forecast that is far from the truth. Here, proba-
bilistic forecast busts have been defined to occur when the ensemble spread is small, but the mean error
is large. In such a situation, the probabilistic forecast may be over-confident. One such probabilistic
bust is evident in the operational D+5 forecast verifying on27 October 2008 (see Fig.22). On this
date, the ensemble spread,S2

p f (black, ‘pf’ stands for ‘perturbed forecast’), suggests slightly increased
uncertainty in the forecast, but the squared error of the ensemble mean,E2

em (red) is much larger (n is the
ensemble size and(n−1)/(n+1) is a scaling to make the mean squared error quantitatively comparable
with the mean spread). Occasionally, even for a perfectly calibrated forecasting system, the verifying
analysis will fall outside the ensemble, but it is worth examining whether this represents something more
systematic.

Figure 23 shows a composite of five such ‘probabilistic busts’ in the D+5 ensemble forecast. Four
of the busts are in spring and one is in autumn. Although results are preliminary, the suggestion is
that anomalies over the US, panel (a), appear to lead, 5-dayslater, to a planetary wave-like feature
down-stream, (b), and enhanced forecast errors over Europe(d) that were not predicted by the ensemble
spread (c). If these results are representative of a systematic issue (more cases will establish this), then
this study may be highlighting model problems with the representation of mesoscale convective systems
and mesoscale convective vortices over the US, for example (seeSchumacher and Davis, 2010) that may
not, therefore, be explicitly accounted-for in the singular vectors used to perturb the ensemble.

Also shown in Fig.22is the correlation between the daily time-series of ensemble spread and error of the
ensemble-mean. Although a perfectly calibrated ensemble forecast system would still have a correlation
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Figure 22: Time-series of D+5 ensemble spread (black) and squared ensemble mean forecast error (red) for 500
hPa geopotential heights over Europe (unit =103m2). The error is scaled so that, in a perfectly calibrated system,
they should have the same expected (long-term-mean) value as the spread.
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Figure 23: Composites of probabilistic busts in D+5 ensemble forecasts over Europe. (a) Initial analysis anomaly.
(b) Verifying analysis anomaly. (c) Ensemble spread at D+5.(d) Root-mean-squared error of the ensemble mean
at D+5. The composite comprises forecasts verifying on the dates 20070404, 20070424, 20080306, 20080417,
20080927.

less than 1, it is worth monitoring this correlation in future. Assessment of the spread-error relationship
on the daily timescale may, for example, highlight a possibility that, although spread is well-calibrated to
error in the long-term-mean, there may be a compensation occurring, with too much spread in situations
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of reasonably predictable flow and too little spread in situations that are (presently) less predictable.

A proper score that is particularly suited for identifying probabilistic forecasts busts in the sense dis-
cussed above is the Ignorance score computed for the Gaussian density with the mean and variance
predicted by the ensemble. Work to use it routinely at ECMWF to assess ensemble forecasts has started.
The Ignorance score is particularly efficient in quantifying the skill (or lack of skill) in flow-dependent
variations of uncertainty as demonstrated byLeutbecher(2009).

2.12 Diagnostic verification

Some aspects of verification provide considerable insight into forecast system error. Two such aspects
are discussed below.

2.12.1 Verifying the tracks of cyclonic features

Adverse and severe weather events in both the tropics and extra-tropics commonly relate to the passage
of cyclonic features in the lower troposphere. So if the handling of these cyclonic features in forecasts
and model analyses can be compared, one can effectively verify forecasts of inclement weather ‘by
proxy’. Whilst such an approach implicitly relies on the integrity of model analysis fields it has the
major advantage of circumventing observation-related problems. Importantly, such an approach can
also incorporate severe weather events over data sparse areas, notably oceans, hugely increasing the
dataset size. This tackles the primary hurdle for severe weather verification, namely small samples, and
so can markedly increase result robustness. Thus we have a verification strategy that, through the use of
innovative feature-track-related diagnostics, can directly address ECMWF’s severe weather forecasting
goals. As discussed below, the verification ties in with new cyclone-related products, and so is dual-
purpose, providing diagnostic information not just for ECMWF but also for its product users.

The main tools required here are sophisticated automated algorithms for identifying and tracking the said
cyclonic features. Having imported and extended pre-existing Met Office code (seeHewson and Titley,
2010), ECMWF now has such tools at its disposal. Indeed these are now providing products for forecast-
ers in real time (seeHewson, 2009b), and a verification component has recently been built in. Compared
to some other trackers our methodology has the distinct advantage of being able to follow features across
a wide range of scales, with smaller frontal waves and polar lows being successfully tracked alongside
larger hurricanes and extra-tropical depressions. Figure24(a) shows an example of a number of fea-
tures automatically identified in an analysis field, including a chain of frontal waves (orange spots), that
brought heavy rainfall to the British Isles.

To illustrate some of the diagnostic capabilities of cyclone track verification a 6 week period from
winter 2009/10 was examined. Figure25 shows the median position error, as a function of lead time,
for all features tracked forward from T+0 in various model forecasts. This tells us that the deterministic
forecasts provide a minimum error feature position forecast up to day 3.5, after which the EPS feature
mean takes over as the most accurate. Meanwhile the EPS control run is a little less accurate than the
deterministic, showing, importantly, that even going from32km to 16km resolution can improve feature
trajectories. Note also that the (unperturbed) control runhas a lead time gain of about half a day in the
early medium range over a perturbed EPS member (black line).The fact that other cyclone attributes, in
addition to position, are stored in a database when trackingsoftware is run will enable other diagnostics
pertaining to model handling of cyclonic features, such as biases in deepening rates, to be examined in
detail in due course. They may also provide pointers to why errors and biases occur (seeHewson, 2002).

One of the cyclone database attributes stored is the ‘maximum wind 1km above the earth’s surface
within a 300km radius of the feature point’. A related product is a ‘storm track strike probability’ plot
- for this the maximum wind attribute is used to place all features tracked in EPS members into three
categories of severity (Fig.24b shows an example for the ‘all features’ category). Plots ofthis type show
the probability that a cyclonic feature, attaining the given severity threshold, will pass within 300km
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DT 00 UTC 10 July 2010
0 10050

Figure 24: (a) Objectively identified synoptic features in model analysis for 00UTC 10 July 2010. Mean sea level
pressure contours are black, with 1000-500hPa thickness lines of 546 and 564 dm in colour (dash-dot). Objective
warm and cold fronts are red and blue respectively. Frontal waves are orange, ‘barotropic lows’ are black and
diminutive frontal waves (Hewson, 2009a) are green. (b) D+4 storm track strike probability product from the
ECMWF EPS, for the same validity time, for all features, scale in %. Tracking time window is +/-12h. Red band
crossing Scotland corresponds in this case to the forecast track of the frontal waves.
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Figure 25: ECMWF cyclonic feature median position error in trial runs of the Jan 2010 model upgrade, over an
extended N Atlantic domain (Deterministic forecasts were at T1279 resolution; Control and EPS members were
at T639 for these lead times). Verification period 25/11/09-16/1/10. ‘EPS Feature mean’ denotes the centre of
gravity position for surviving features in the EPS runs.

within a 24 hour period, and as such are analogous to the ‘coneof uncertainty’ formally used with
tropical cyclone predictions. The difference is that the new product covers all features at once, not just a
single named system. Such products have been verified, againover a 6 week period, using a Brier Skill
Score approach, and some results are shown in Fig.26, for the ‘all features’ (solid) and ‘windstorm’
(dashed) categories. To verify ‘adverse weather by proxy’ in some general sense, one can focus on the
‘all features’ category, whilst to verify ‘severe weather by proxy’ - in this case severe winds - one can
focus on the ‘windstorm’ class. The trial version of the new high resolution forecasting system, that
was introduced in late January 2009 (red), generally outperformed the then operational system (blue).
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This is re-assuring, and tallies with signals from more conventional measures. However the plot also
highlights that handling by the EPS of the ‘windstorm’ category at leads of 2 to 4 days may have been
degraded. This is being monitored. This important result would generally be masked out by classical
verification measures. Note also that verification can also be applied to other EPS systems, and here the
black line shows the performance of the global version of theMet Office MOGREPS ensemble over the
same period. This indicates that the ECMWF EPS has a lead timegain over MOGREPS of typically 2
days, even in the early medium range.
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Figure 26: Brier skill scores for forecast strike probabilities for two classes of cyclone: ‘all features’ (solid) and
‘storms’ (dashed), for two EPS systems (see legend - ‘ECMWF OPER’ was at resolution T399 to day 10, then
T255; ‘ECMWF HI-RES TRIAL’ was T639 to day 10, then T319). The‘storms’ category denotes those features
around which the wind speed, at 1km altitude, within a 300km radius, exceeds 60kts locally. The verification
period and domain are as in Fig.25.

Future plans include classifying cyclonic features according to other measures, such as area-integrated
precipitation totals in their vicinity, to address other severe weather aspects. ‘Rainstorm’ strike proba-
bility plots will be one output, and these will probably be verified using rainfall in short range model
forecasts. The diagnostic value of this is that it can potentially give insights into precipitation biases and
moisture budget issues in the ECMWF model. One problem mightbe the integrity of the model pre-
cipitation ‘analysis’, and it may be better to use some form of blended model-observation precipitation
analysis instead. There is also considerable scope to compute and verify products from experimental
runs. For example, one could examine the effect that introduction of a mixed layer ocean model has
on storm tracks and the precipitation characteristics of those storms. There is also scope to apply the
tracking, routinely, in monthly and seasonal forecasts; atpresent this is only done for tropical cyclones.

2.12.2 Conditional sampling based on weather verification

It is strategically important for ECMWF to focus more on the prediction of precipitation. As a first
step towards this goal, verification measures for precipitation are required. However, precipitation is a
difficult quantity to verify owing to its highly skewed distribution. Work has focused (Rodwell et al.,
2010) on developing a stable deterministic verification measurethat is particularly relevant for assessing
and monitoring the deterministic initialisation of the model and the model’s deterministic physics. This
score is called ‘SEEPS’ (which stands for ‘Stable EquitableError in Probability Space’). It is a three-
category score that assesses the prediction of dry weather and the prediction of precipitation quantity.
Essentially, it is (1 minus) the average of two 2-category Peirce Skill Sores, defined by the climatolog-
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ical probability distribution in such a way that they are asymptotically stable in the limit of a perfect
forecasting/observation system. Because SEEPS is defined by the local climatological probability dis-
tribution of precipitation, it always assesses the salientaspects of the local weather. It has been shown
to be able to demonstrate statistically significant differences between two consecutive model cycles, and
to show trends in operational scores. Importantly, SEEPS has properties that promote ‘refinement’ and
inhibit ‘hedging’. With the emphasis in operational centres such as ECMWF on the diagnosis of error,
it is highly beneficial that this error score gives as true a reflection as possible of the ‘quality’ of the
forecast system.

Recent work on the processing of ‘SYNOP’ data exchanged overthe GTS has allowed, for the first time,
near-real-time verification of precipitation anywhere over the globe (even when the reporting time does
not coincide with whole-day lead-times from the 0 and 12UTC forecasts). For example Fig.27 shows
scores for India (which generally reports at 3, 9 and 15 UTC) at lead-times of 2 and 5 days. In general
tropical scores are poorer than those for the extratropics,but at least it can be seen that D+2 (Fig.27a)
has better scores than D+5 (Fig.27b), and this indicates that tropical trends at constant lead-time will be
identifiable in future.

(a) D+2 (b) D+5

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Figure 27: Mean SEEPS precipitation error based on operational deterministic forecasts verifying in June–August
2009. (a) D+2. (b) D+5. An error of zero indicates a perfect categorical forecast system. A mean error of 1
indicates a forecast system with no predictive skill.

Such scores will not only aid top-level decisions about new cycle implementation but also open-up new
avenues of diagnostic research. For example, the SEEPS score is highlighting particular problems in
the prediction of precipitation associated with depressions over the Mediterranean and this will lead
to a re-focusing of attention on our predictive skill for these depressions and the (sometimes severe)
precipitation associated with them. Breaking-down the score into contributions from particular categor-
ical errors can also help identify the features that are mostproblematic and need to be prioritised (for
example the over-prediction of light precipitation in the present forecast system).

Future work will focus on ‘proper’ probabilistic scores. The joint use of deterministic and probabilistic
scores will allow a complete assessment of the deterministic model and the uncertainty aspects associ-
ated with ensemble data assimilation and stochastic physics.

3 Collaborative projects

The Working Group on Diagnostics has highlighted two classes of collaborative projects: those address-
ing existing problems, and those addressing new forecast system cycles. In section3.1 the key findings
of the ‘over-active monsoon’ project are summarised, whilein section3.2 the diagnosis of new model
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cycle 36R4 (due for implementation in the last quarter of 2010) is discussed.

3.1 Diagnosis of existing problems: Summary of the monsoon project

For several years, our forecast systems have produced too much precipitation over the west coasts of
India and Burma/Myanmar and over the seas surrounding the Indian Peninsula. This over-activity gen-
erally also applies to the Indian Peninsula itself, particularly in August. The exception to this wet bias
is a marked dry region over Bangladesh. This pattern of biases (Fig. 2) gets worse with increasing
lead-time, and higher resolution (without parametrization adjustment) does not help. To understand this
problem better and to demonstrate many of the diagnostic tools available at ECMWF, a collaborative
project on the Asian summer monsoon was established. Here, the results of this project are summarised.

Recently, new observations have been assimilated within this monsoon region. These include Indian
radiosonde temperature profiles (diagnostics indicated improved observation quality so that these could
be un-blacklisted; Fig.3) and ASCAT scatterometer surface winds (Fig.4a). In addition, SSMI radiances
(primarily sensitive to total column humidity) are now assimilated in all-sky conditions in 4D-Var in a
unified way. Observation impact assessments indicate that the SSMI data, for example, have a strong
impact on the analysis (Fig.6). Increased observation usage within the assimilation hashelped in the
diagnosis of the monsoon problem.

Comparison between ECMWF and UK Met Office analyses indicatethat our estimates of the ‘truth’ are
quite different in the monsoon region. For example, the meananalysed zonal winds at 925 and 850 hPa
over the Arabian Sea are up to 2ms−1 slower than those of the Met Office. The hemispheric mass-budget
study of the ECMWF re-analysis provides complementary information that suggests that tropical winds
in general remain poorly analysed (Fig.11).

Examination of differences (in observation space) betweenobservations and the first-guess can help
differentiate these estimates of the truth. First-guess departures indicate that the low-level monsoon
circulation in the ECMWF first-guess is about 1ms−1 stronger than observed (Fig.4c). Agreement
between the first-guess departures of different observations such as ASCAT and atmospheric motion
vectors (c.f. Fig. 4c,d) all add weight to the suggestion that the first-guess departures (and consequent
analysis increments; Fig.5) reflect a model problem.

Analysis differences between ECMWF and the UK Met office may indicate differences in how strongly
each analysis is drawn to the observations. However, there are aspects of the flow that are not well
observed. ASCAT, for example, only ‘observes’ winds at the surface. A good model representation of
boundary layer processes is required to communicate ASCAT surface departures up to 850hPa. Hence
analysis differences may also reflect model differences.

Results also show that ECMWF low-level zonal wind errors over the Arabian Sea (relative to the analy-
sis) grow with time to 3 ms−1 by D+5 (Fig.8a) and (not shown) to about 4 ms−1 by D+10. Since this
bias is even greater than the likely uncertainty in the analysis, it is further evidence that this aspect of the
over-active monsoon reflects a model problem. Similarly, forecast ‘MTSAT’ brightness temperatures
grow with lead-time (Fig.13c). They indicate enhanced convection over India, the tropical and northern
Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea, and reduced convection over Bangladesh.

Initial tendency budget studies have indicated which processes could be involved in the initial model
error (Fig.9). The boundary-layer momentum error, for example, is likely to be associated with vertical
diffusion, convection or the dynamics itself (or a combination of these). Further investigation of these
initial tendency budgets is planned.

The coupled model displays weaker precipitation biases than the uncoupled model (c.g. Fig. 2n,q).
Partly this may be because an interactive ocean can moderatethe erroneously large surface latent heat
fluxes of the atmosphere-only model. The act of coupling alsohas an impact on the variability of
monsoon precipitation (Fig.19). It is likely that these bias and variability changes are not independent
of each other. The implication is that better understandingof the monsoon problem can be gained
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through coupled experimentation and that it is desirable, in general, to assess (atmospheric) physics
changes within the context of the coupled model.

Recent work means that it is now possible to monitor daily forecast scores of monsoon precipitation
(Fig. 27) as well as assess biases. This should ensure that account istaken of the monsoon problem
when development decisions are made in future.

The above collaborative study has gone a long way towards characterising the monsoon problem and
indicating possible reasons for it. More work, however, is required to fully resolve the problem. Partic-
ular attention will be given to boundary-layer processes, coupled processes, and forecast departures in
observation space.

3.2 Diagnosis of new model cycles: Application to cycle 36R4

The monsoon project has motivated developments in our representation of convection in the new cycle
36R4. In particular a reduction in the hydrological cycle through a reduction in the shallow entrainment
rate (it becomes relative humidity dependent and consistent with deep convection), and a re-tuning of
the deep convective entrainment/detrainment rates - whichreduces the upper-tropospheric mass fluxes
and model cold bias and improves the upper-level wind field.

A change in the microphysical scheme and the cloud-radiation interaction, that did not directly target
the monsoon problem, had an equally positive effect on the Asian monsoon circulation. The microphys-
ical developments comprise a new 5-species prognostic microphysical scheme (cloud liquid water, ice,
rain, snow, and cloud fraction) that can interact more with the radiation through the snow content. A
new water droplet effective radius for raining clouds has been introduced and the cloud overlap in the
radiation becomes dependent on latitude. These microphysical and radiation developments increase the
vertical stability and this leads to the beneficial decreasein precipitation.

Both cycle 36R4 and cycle 36R3 have improved the 2m temperatures over land compared through the
introduction of a variable leaf area index (Boussetta et al., 2010).

The impact of cycle 36R4 on the Asian summer monsoon is illustrated in Fig.28based on TL511 analysis
experiments for the period mid-July to August 2009. As a reasonable proxy for the precipitation error
and the spin-up of the monsoon circulation (based on furthercomparisons with the GPCP2.1 dataset)
the difference between the D+10 and D+1 precipitation for cycle 36R3 is depicted in Fig.28(a). The
over-active monsoon is clearly evident, together with the dry error over Bangladesh. Figure28(b) shows
the difference in precipitation rate between cycle 36R4 and36R3 during the 10-day forecast range for
the same period. Clearly cycle 36R4 reduces the precipitation over the Indian Ocean and increases the
precipitation over the Bangladesh region. Consistent withthe improvement in precipitation, the upper-
level RMS wind errors at D+10 (Fig.28c) are also reduced with cycle 36R4. The overall improvement
in terms of the precipitation and wind errors in the region isabout 15%.

The relevant components of our diagnostics suite, some of which were discussed in section2, are used
in the assessment of all new forecasting cycles. Here a diagnostic that targets the representation of
the Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) is discussed. The MJO isthe dominant atmospheric mode in the
Tropics on the intraseasonal time scale, and its predictionis of primary importance for the monthly
and seasonal forecast systems. To evaluate the skill of the model to predict MJO events, 5-member
ensemble daily integrations from 15 December 1992 until 31 January 1993 are performed for each new
version of the IFS using the same configuration as the operational monthly forecasts. The forecasts
are then projected onto combined EOFs of zonal wind at 200 hPa, zonal wind at 850 hPa and OLR, as
in Wheeler and Hendon(2004) (seeVitart and Molteni, 2010, for more details). Figure29 shows the
linear correlation between observed and ensemble mean firstprincipal component (PC1, left panel) and
the second component (PC2, right panel) as a function of the forecast lead time for CY32R3 (black
line), CY36R2 (blue line) and CY36R4 (red line). Interestingly, CY36R4 improves the predictability
of the MJO substantially by around 3 days, in particular for the second principal component which
has the maximum convection over the Indian Ocean. These results are therefore consistent with the
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Figure 28: (a) Difference in precipitation (mmday−1): D+10 - D+1 from TL511 analysis/forecast experiments for
the period 16 July to 31 August 2009 for cycle 36R3. (b) Difference in precipitation rate over the 10-day forecast
range: 36R4 - 36R3, averaged over the same period. (c) Difference in 100 hPa RMS wind error at D+10: 36R4 -
36R3 (blue implies improvement), averaged over the same period.

improvements seen in Figure28(b,c). However, there is still a large potential in improving the prediction
of the MJO. The current average predictability limit for CY36R4 is around 20 days, so half a cycle,
whereas the theoretical prediction limit is expected to be at one full cycle.
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Figure 29: The linear correlation between observed and ensemble mean first principal component (PC1, left
panel) and the second component (PC2, right panel) as a function of the forecast lead time for cycle 32R3 (black
line), 36R2 (blue line) and 36R4 (red line).

4 Discussion

4.1 The importance of diagnostics research

Diagnostics has several different connotations dependingof one’s point of view. For operational fore-
casting, it is primarily about the diagnosis of system error. However this diagnosis can entail the use of
circulation metrics and in-depth case-studies which may bemore familiar to some readers. Diagnostics
research is required to maintain the pace of forecast systemimprovement. New tools must be able to
identify smaller errors, analyse larger observation volumes, contend with more complex models that are
run at higher resolution, and address the growing need to quantify uncertainty. These trends in fore-
cast system development cannot be thought of in isolation. For example, physics improvements may
lead directly to reduced forecast error, but may also permita better assimilation of existing (or new)
observations, and thus indirectly reduce forecast error through the improvement of initial conditions.
Hence there is also a great need for seamless thinking in diagnostics. This involves collaborative diag-
nostic work, such as using data assimilation to diagnose forecast model error, but it also involves simply
enhanced communication.

4.2 The Working Group on Diagnostics: Initial findings

Recently a ‘Working Group on Diagnostics’ (WGD) has been established to consider, in the broadest
terms, ECMWF’s diagnostic strategy. ECMWF has never had a written diagnostics strategy and so this
has been a useful exercise. The WGD comprises representatives of all Research sections and of the Me-
teorological Operations section. It has been coordinated by one of the scientists who’s work is dedicated
to diagnostics research, and has met several times so far. Toaddress the aspects of diagnostic research
discussed above, it has formed the view that its roles shouldinclude: the over-sight of collaborative
projects, the strategic coordination of diagnostic developments, and the across-section communication
of information and results. This paper is the first major outcome of the WGD.

In section1 (Fig. 1) a diagnostic framework was introduced that highlights thevarious areas of the
forecasting task where diagnosis is possible. In section2 ‘strategic’ tools and techniques from within
each diagnosis area were presented. These are tools that will be developed further and that will be central
to the future diagnosis of our forecasting system. Some of these have been applied to the collaborative
monsoon project and results have been rewarding. Not only has a lot been learnt about the monsoon (see
section3.1 for a summary) but we have begun to develop a blue-print that could be adopted in future
collaborative projects. There are significant over-heads in conducting collaborative projects and so this
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blue-print starts with the careful identification of the topic and of the interested parties. A successful
collaborative project requires momentum to be maintained -for example by holding frequent, short
meetings, by setting reasonably tight deadlines and by developing a scientific interest in all participants.
In addition to specific conclusions about the topic of interest, collaborative projects lead directly to new
diagnostic tools and highlight areas where strategic diagnostic developments would be useful in the
future.

4.3 Strategies for the future

So where do we go from here? A diagnostics strategy is essential since diagnosis of the forecast system is
integral to the overall strategy of the Centre. However, we will not discuss detailed diagnostics strategies
for individual sections since this would risk stifling individual innovation. Instead, we present, for
discussion, some possibilities for future diagnostics collaboration between sections. These are organised
in terms of the three roles of the WGD.

4.3.1 Collaborative projects

There are many possibilities for collaborative projects. Some of these have been discussed above. For
example, one project could address the ‘grey zone’ where convection is partially resolved and non-
hydrostatic effects become important. Other topics could include the diagnosis of gravity waves, and
the diagnosis of model biases such as the stratospheric coldbias. Such projects would be in addition to
the more routine collaborative diagnosis of major new modelcycles. One key project could focus on
improving the prediction of severe weather. It is worth elaborating on this here to emphasise the thought
processes that underlie such projects. A project on severe weather would require going back to first
principles and systematically identifying severe weatherevents. The use of re-analyses and re-forecasts
would help increase sample size. Having identified the events, we would need to discover whether
enough observations associated with severe weather get assimilated, or whether too many are rejected
because they are far from the first guess. The first guess may befar away if our physics is unable to
represent the key processes involved, and this will need to be assessed. Ultimately, the prediction of
severe weather is a probabilistic task and so it will be important to investigate whether the ensemble
prediction system is able to adequately represent the chances of a severe weather event. This requires
robust verification measures that can assess the delicate balance between ensemble size and ensemble
resolution. Hence it is very apparent that severe weather represents a good example of a cross-cutting
diagnostic project.

4.3.2 Strategic diagnostic developments

There is also scope for the strategic coordination of diagnostic developments. One possibility may be
very apparent to the reader from the project work presented above. This is the issue of the diagnosis of
short-range forecast error and it is worth elaborating on this a little. A key issue for physics development
is the time taken to diagnose the broader-scale impacts of proposed changes. Until recently, a physics
change has generally led to a rather large change in the model’s climate and so fast, low-resolution,
climate simulations, that can be run and diagnosed over-night have generally been sufficient. In the
future however, as models get better, physics changes should have a smaller impact on model climate.
At the same time, increased operational forecast resolution will start to partially resolve some aspects
such as convection, and thus low-resolution simulations may not be a suitable starting point from which
to diagnose the impact of a physics change on operational forecasts. Finally, the increased number
of physical processes represented within the model is greatly increasing the scope for interaction and
making it increasingly difficult to identify the cause of anygiven model climate error. These trends
may necessitate the increased use of full-resolution data assimilation experiments to assess errors at
much shorter ranges (initial tendency errors, for example). A shift of attention to assessing proposed
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physics changes within the assimilation could have other benefits. For example, the early assessment of
how proposed physics changes interact with assimilation techniques such as variational bias correction
could lead to smoother operational implementation. Indeed, correcting model errors very early-on in
the forecast would enhance ECMWF’s ability to assimilate observational data, and thus produce better
analyses with which to initialise the forecast. There can also be synergies since the implementation of
weak-constraint 4D-Var into the tropospheric assimilation necessitates a representation of short-range
model error. Better diagnosis of short-range model error will also help in the development of stochastic
physics and of the ensemble data assimilation system. Clearly therefore, there is justification for the
strategic coordinated development of short-range model error diagnostics that can be produced quickly
and efficiently from within the data assimilation.

Diagnostics at ECMWF would also benefit from making some tools more widely available. For example,
one issue is the desirability for all research scientists tobe able to set-up coupled ocean-atmosphere
experiments. This would allow, for example, the impact of proposed atmospheric physics changes on
the coupled model to be readily diagnosed. The WGD could consider which tools are worth making
more widely operable, the need for on-going maintenance anddocumentation of these tools, and the
interface used to drive them. In terms of the governance of diagnostic tools, the WGD could also discuss
the use of a common scripting language.

Finally, there is a need to ensure that diagnostics are catered-for in terms of computing resources. For
example, higher resolution requires more processing power. Powerful diagnostics require, for example,
model-level process tendencies to be archived. The WGD should keep a continual check on these issues.

4.3.3 Communication

In addition to the enhanced communication implicit in the WGD, there are other ways that communica-
tion can be maintained and enhanced. A central web-site has been developed that contains the WGD’s
audit of ECMWF’s diagnostic tools. This is likely to be developed further (to contain documentation,
for example) and publicised more in future. Other internal web-sites contain many forecast system di-
agnostics - the Diagnostics Explorer, for example, contains a 5D over-view of the forecasting and data
assimilation systems. ECMWF also holds a quarterly joint meeting of the Operations and Research Di-
visions (the so-called OD/RD meetings). A useful approach for the WGD would be to work alongside
the OD/RD meetings by coordinating project work with the OD/RD special topics.

An important aspect to our diagnostics strategy must be to continue to foster and maintain links with
institutions outside ECMWF. Some fundamental diagnosticsresearch is well-suited to the academic
world since it does not require large computing facilities.ECMWF can gain useful insight from fos-
tering links with this community and, in return, can offer diagnostic access to its operational forecast
system. Two-way communication between ECMWF and member states (ECMWF’s user community)
about diagnostics of forecast system performance is clearly essential but other collaborative diagnostic
projects, such as that established with the UK Met Office, arealso profitable for both parties. Finally,
with seamless ideas gaining increasing acceptance, links to the climate community could be developed
further. The NWP and climate communities have different objectives but could use the same diagnostic
tools. For example, ECMWF could pass-on its insights into process-oriented metrics. At the same time
the climate community could benchmark their models againstour operational coupled forecast model in
terms of the circulation metrics that they tend to concentrate on.

4.4 Final remarks

This paper has attempted to weave a common thread (the collaborative monsoon project) through a
previously somewhat disparate set of diagnostic areas and tools. The work involved has helped unite the
various sections within Research and Operations. Meanwhile, discussions within the Working Group
on Diagnostics have helped formulate a more explicit diagnostics strategy. The authors of this paper
acknowledge the previous suggestions by the SAC, and invitefurther comments on this strategy.
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